The Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse Under the
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Wayne N. Renke*

Section 3 of the Child Welfare Act2 establishes a mandatory reporting
obligation. It reads as follow s:
(1) Any person who has reasonable and probable grounds to believe and
believes that a child is in need of protective services shall forthwith report
the matter to a director.
(2) Subsection (1) applies notwithstanding that the information on which the
belief is founded is confidential and its disclosure is prohibited under any
other Act.
(3) This section does not apply to information that is privileged as a result of
a solicitor-client relationship.
(4) No action lies against a person reporting pursuant to this section unless the
reporting is done maliciously or without reasonable and probable grounds
for the b elief.
(5) Notwithstanding and in addition to any other penalty provided by this Act,
if a director has reasonable and probable grou nds to believe that a person
has not co mplied with subsection (1) and that person is registered under
an Act regulating a profession or occupation prescribed in the regulations,
the director shall advise the appropriate governing body of that profession
or occup ation o f the failure to com ply.
(6) Any perso n who fails to comply with subsection (1) is guilty of an offence
and liable to a fine of no t more than $200 0 and in defau lt of payment to
imprisonm ent for a term of not more than 6 months.
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The mandatory reporting provisions of the CWA arise at the intersection
between idealism and practicality, politica l mora lity and professional ethics, power
and protection, crime and inter-meddling. The provisions have a superficial
simplicity, yet involve multiple legal complications and policy decisions. The
provisions are at once an important signal of our commitment to the protection of
children, and toothless quasi-law. The p rovisions som etimes fall outside
professional notice but at other times provoke torrents of discourse.
W hy add to the discourse? The Cana dian literature on mandatory reporting is
not large. There is little focus, in particular, on the peculiar Alberta rules. W hile
legal caree rs may b egin and conclude without any ad vertence to mandatory
reporting, the provisions may emerge with startling prominence for clients –
professiona ls facing conflicts between obligations of confidentiality and the
oblig ation to report, or facing liability for reporting or failing to report; those
involved in custody battles; an d defendants charged with offences against children.
Gaining an understanding of Albe rta’s mandatory rep orting p rovisio ns is
worthwhile.
This attemp t to understand the mandatory rep orting provisions of the CWA
shall move through two m ain stages – (I) the politico -moral bac kground to
mandatory reporting, and (II) a review and assessment of the pro visions.

I.

The Politico-Moral Background to Mandatory Reporting

A prima ry political po int is that Alberta is not alone in having mandatory
reporting provisions. True, not all modern democracies have mandatory reporting
laws. The U nited K ingdo m do es not.3 Neither do Belgium, the Netherlands, nor
Germany.4
In Canada, the United States and Australia, though, the politics of mandatory
reporting have b een settled for some time. The pub lication in 196 2 of a highly
influential paper by Kemp e, Silverman, Brandt, Droegemueller, and Silver entitled
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C. Cobley, Child Abuse & the Law (London: Cavendish Publishing, 1995) at 23; D. Berridge,
“England: Child Abuse Reports, Responses, and Reforms” in N. Gilbert, ed., Combatting Child Abuse:
International Perspectives and Trends (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997) 72 at 77.
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C. Marneffe, “Alternative Forms of Intervention” in M.E. Helfer, R.S. Kempe & R.D. Krugman, eds.,
The Battered Child, 5th ed. (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 1997) 500 at 502; C. Marneffe &
P. Broos, “Belgium: An Alternative Approach to Child Abuse Reporting and Treatment” in Gilbert, ed.,
supra note 3 at 167; M.A.S. Roelofs & H.E.M. Baartman, “The Netherlands: Responding to Abuse –
Compassion or Control?” in Gilbert, ed., supra note 3, 192; F. Lamer-Winkelman & K. Kooijman,
“Prevention of Child Abuse in the Netherlands: An Overview of Existing Strategies”, online:
<http://www.knoware.nl>; R. Wolff, “Germany: A Nonpunitive Model” in Gilbert, ed., supra note 3
at 225.
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“The Battered-Child Syndrome”, 5 along with waves of research effort, media
frenzy, and political activism, resulted in the enactment of mandatory reporting laws
in all 50 American States by 1968:6 “These were the most rapidly adopted pieces
of legislation in the history of the U nited S tates.” 7 The District of Columbia, Pue rto
Rico, and the V irgin Islands now also have mandatory reporting laws. 8 The trend
was exported : most of the Australian States enacted manda tory reporting laws. 9 All
Canadian jurisdictions save the Yukon territory have mandatory reporting laws (the
Yukon territory has a general discretionary reporting provision, although teachers
and daycare workers are required to report abuse). 10 Alberta has had mandatory
reporting provisions since 1966.11
Mand atory reporting is a North American legislative reality, to which our
personal practices and institutional policies and procedures must respond. The mere
prevalence of mandatory reporting legislation, however, does not make it right –
although cross-jurisdictional consensus is some evidence of the propriety of such
legislation. W e may still question whether we should have mandatory reporting
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The Child Welfare Act, 1966, S.A. 1966, c. 13, s. 39.
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provisions at all, or whether we should have more limited or qualified mandatory
reporting provisions.
The source for most of the unease with mandatory reporting lies in its conflict
with privacy protections. Mandatory reporting compels the disclosure of
information that otherwise would be kept confidential, or would be released only
at the discretion of the person who came into possession of the inform ation. I shall
attempt to show that Alberta’s mandatory reporting provisions are legitimate,
despite the risks to privacy that they pose.
A first issue is this: how do we go abo ut deciding whether a particular piece
of legislation is “legitimate”? The method of justification must rely on our politicomoral assumptions. While I cannot defend my identification of these assumptions
here, I suggest that the appropriate assumptions are pluralistic. On the one hand, we
are comm itted to the individual, to the self, to principles of and protections for
individual autonomy a nd dignity. On the other hand, we are committed to the
interests of the co mmunity and to the interests of others, whose health and security
— and whose autonomy and dignity—may require the limitation of the ind ividual’s
interests. W e are committed to both sets of interests at once. This dual commitment
makes sense. If we are com mitted to promoting individuals’ interests, we should be
committed to promoting the interests of all individuals, not just the interests of those
who might be the special targets of legislation. A difficulty may be that a particular
legislative initiative engages numerous different interests – one individual may point
to one group o f interests at stake, while others may point to different interests at
stake. Neither set of interests necessarily has priority or subordinates the other set.
All relevant interests should be given full consideration. Our pluralistic commitment
entails that the method of justificatio n must be one of b alancing, of see king to
promote all the relevant interests. The balancing has three main aspects: the
identification of the interests at stake for individuals specifically targeted by
legislation; the identification of the social interests or the interests of other
individuals affected by the legislation; and the assessment of the good effects of the
legislation as comp ared with its bad effects.
W e find this sort of balancing analysis throughout the law. It occurs, most
obviously, in cases decided under the Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms,
where the justification of legislation found to limit guaranteed rights or freedoms
is sought under s. 1;12 and in the determination of the scope of internally-qualified
enumerated rights, such as s. 8, which pro tects aga inst unreaso nab le search and

12
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms, Part I of the Constitution Act, 1982, being Schedule B
to the Canada Act 1982 (U.K.), 1982, c. 11 [hereinafter the Charter]. Section 1 reads as follows: “The
Canadian Charter of Rights and Freedoms guarantees the rights and freedoms set out in it subject only
to such reasonable limits prescribed by law as can be demonstrably justified in a free and democratic
society.”
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seizure.13 A form of the balancing analysis occurs in the application of the
“Wigmore test” for the recognition of privilege, and in analyses of the scope of
solicitor-client privilege, the scope of disclosure of therapeutic records of
com plainants to accuseds, and the propriety of publication bans.14 The most familiar
and comprehensive template for a balancing justification for legislation was
established in the Oakes case, as subsequently refined:15
(a) the legislation in ques tion must promote a “pressing and substantial
objective”;
(b) the legislative means of prom oting the objective m ust
(i)
be “rationally connected” to the objective;
(ii)
be “minimally intrusive”, or must “minim ally impair” other rights
and freedoms; and
(iii)
have salutary effects that outweigh the means’ deleterious effects.
W e shall consider (A) the confidentiality and privacy interests threatened by
mandatory reporting; (B) the social interest in combatting child abuse—the
“pressing and substantial objective” purported promoted by mandatory reporting;
(C) the “need” for mandatory reporting; and (D) b alancing the risks and bene fits of
mandatory reporting. The “minimal intrusion” assessment must await the next
section’s detailed review of s. 3(1) of the CWA and related p rovisions.
A.

Privacy and Confidentiality at Risk

T he Supreme Court of Canada has recognized the centrality of privacy to a
properly functioning liberal d emo cratic so ciety:

13
Hunter v. Southam Inc., [1984] 2 S.C.R. 145, Dickson J., as he then was [hereinafter Hunter v.
Southam]; R. v. Collins, [1987] 1 S.C.R. 265 (re: the reasonableness of searches and seizures: in this
balancing, reasonableness tends to be interpreted procedurally – the search must be in accordance with
law, the law must be reasonable, and the manner of the search must be reasonable; with respect to the
reasonableness of the law, ordinarily searches and seizures must be made on warrant obtained through
a system of prior authorization and granted by a judicial officer with the requisite discretion, on the
basis of sworn evidence establishing reasonable grounds for the search and seizure); R. v. Heywood,
[1994] 3 S.C.R. 761, Cory J. [hereinafter Heywood] (re: balancing under s. 7).
14
See A.M. v. Ryan, [1997] 4 W.W.R. 1 (S.C.C.) [hereinafter A.M. v. Ryan] (re: the Wigmore test,
specifically the last step, which involves the balancing of the interests served by protecting
communications against the interests in truth and correct disposal of litigation promoted by disclosure);
Solosky v. The Queen, [1980] 1 S.C.R. 831, Dickson J. (re: exceptions to solicitor-client privilege); R.
v. O’Connor (1995), 103 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.) [hereinafter O’Connor] (re: balancing interests in
disclosure against interests in preserving the confidentiality of therapeutic records of complainants);
Dagenais v. Canadian Broadcasting Corp., [1994] 3 S.C.R. 835, Lamer C.J.C. [hereinafter Dagenais]
(re: balancing freedom of expression and fundamental justice in the context of the granting of
publication bans).
15
R. v. Oakes, [1986] 1 S.C.R. 103, Dickson J. at 138-139; see also R. v. Laba, [1994] 3 S.C.R. 965,
Sopinka J. at 1006-1011; and Dagenais, ibid. at 888-889. Where internally-qualified rights such as
those protected by s. 8 are engaged, balancing occurs at two levels – the level of the right itself, and the
s. 1 level. For the sake of simplicity, we will work out balancing at only one “macro” level.
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Grounded in [persons’] p hysical and mo ral autonomy, p rivacy is
essential for the well-being of the individual. For this reason alone, it is
worthy of constitutional protection, but it also has profound significance
for the public order. The restraints imposed on governm ent from prying
into the lives [sic] of the citize n go to the essence of a democratic state.16
Mandatory reporting threatens privacy interests in two ways: by compelling the
disclosure of information comm unicated in confidence, and by compe lling the
disclosure of information not received in confidence.
In the first type of case, information respecting child abuse may be
communicated by an alleged abuser, an alleged victim, or a third party to a person
or institution, with the expectation that the information will not be disclosed to the
authorities. For example, individuals may have reasonable expectations that
information the y com municate to a wide variety of professional service providers
will be kept co nfidential. Individuals’ expectations may be supported by ethical
rules governing professions, by contract, by other common law rules, by statute or
even by institutional policies.17 Absent confidentiality, individuals might not
disclose information, which would diminish the ability to provide appropriate
services. Mand atory reporting forces professionals to disclose what they otherwise
might have had no obligation or inclination to disclose.
Mo reover, individuals may have reasonable expectations that information they
com municate to public institutions will be used only for the purposes for which the
institution required the information and will not be disclo sed in any other way.
These expe ctations are co nfirmed in protection of privacy statutes, such as A lberta’s
Freedom of Information and Protection of Privacy Act.18 Mand atory reporting may
require disclosure for purposes other than the purposes for which the information
was originally provided to an institution.

16

R. v. Dyment (1988), 66 C.R. (3d) 348 (S.C.C.), La Forest J. at 359.
ethical rules: See e.g. the Canadian Medical Association Code of Ethics, paragraph 6 (a physician
must “keep in confidence information derived from his patient, or from a colleague, regarding a patient
and divulge it only with the permission of the patient except when the law requires him to do so”):
quoted in J. Arboleda-Florez and M. Copithorne, Mental Health Law and Practice (Carswell, 1994)
§ 4.3; Canadian Code of Ethics for Psychologists (Canadian Psychological Association, 1991) I.38 40; Practice Guidelines for Providers of Psychological Services (Canadian Psychological Association,
1989) V.1-3; Ethical Principles of Psychologists and Code of Conduct (American Psychological
Association, 1992) Principle D and § 5. The Hippocratic Oath provides that “whatsoever I shall see or
hear in the course of my profession ... if it be what should not be published abroad, I will never divulge,
holding such things to be holy secrets”; Myers, supra note 6 at 86; Dyment, supra note 16 at 363.
statutes: See e.g. Hospitals Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. H-11, s. 40(3); Mental Health Act, S.A. 1988, c. M13.1, s. 17(4); Public Health Act, S.A. 1984, c. P-27.1, s. 63(1); and Alcohol and Drug Abuse Act,
R.S.A. 1980, c. A-38, s. 8. institutional rules: For example, University researchers may be obligated
by research ethics policies and the terms of research ethics board approvals of research not to disclose
information about research participants.
18
S.A. 1994, c. F-18.5 [hereinafter the FOIPP Act].
17
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Furthe rmore, individuals’ p rivacy in their bo dies, their personal effects, and
their personal information is protected from non-consensual State access by s. 8 of
the Charter, which provid es that “[e]veryone has the right to be secure against
unreasonable search or seizure.” W hile s. 8 does not exp ressly me ntion the word
“privacy,” the Supreme Court of Canada has interpreted it to protect “reasonable
expectations of privacy” from “search es” or “seizures” co nduc ted by agents of the
State.19 Ordinarily, the State is not entitled to extract physical, documentary, or
informational evidence respecting a perso n, unless the State first demonstrates to
a judicial officer that there are reasonable grounds for believing that the evidence
sought is relevant to whether an offence has been committed, and the judicial officer
issues a warrant permitting the search and seizure. Information about an individual
in the hands of professional service providers is, on this basis, protected from
warrantless State access. Similarly, s. 7 of the Charter (“[e]veryone has the right to
life, liberty, and security of the person and the rig ht not to be deprived thereof
except in accordance with the principles of fundamental justice”) has been
interpreted to pro tect persons’ rights to choose whethe r or no t to com municate with
State officials, and to protect persons’ privacy interests. 20 Mand atory reporting
allows the State to gain p erson al inform ation about individuals witho ut warra nt.
In the second type of case, a person may have come into possession of
information respecting child abuse in non-confidential circumstances. The
information might have been gathered, for example, through observations of pub lic
acts. It is true that persons com ing into p ossession of such informatio n could
always, in their own discretion, decide to pass on the information to the autho rities.
W e have always had to bear the risk of the “tattletale”—or more generously put, the
public-spirited obse rver, wh o is not afraid to get involved or to do something.21 At
the same time though , persons were generally under no duty to report suspected
offences to the authorities—rep orting was discretionary, no t mand atory. 22 The State
usually would not force neighbours, co lleagues, or service providers to d isclose
information about individ uals. T his pro vided a mea sure of privacy. Mandatory
reporting provisions now compel observers to inform.
Mand atory reporting does put privacy at risk. This does not entail that
mandatory reporting is wrong. It does mean that mandatory reporting must be
shown to yield b etter moral results than would be achieved by not limiting
confidentiality and privacy.

19

Hunter v. Southam, supra note 13 at 159; Dyment, supra note 16, at 360-361; see Canadian AIDS
Society v. Ontario (1995), 25 O.R. (3d) 388 (Gen. Div.), Wilson J. at paras 134 ff., affd. 31 O.R. (3d)
798, leave to appeal dismissed without reasons, [1997] S.C.C.A. 33 [hereinafter Canadian AIDS
Society].
20
R. v. Hebert (1990), 57 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.), McLachlin J.; Canadian AIDS Society, ibid. at paras.
125, 150.
21
R. v. Duarte, [1990] 1 S.C.R. 185, La Forest J.
22
Sexual Offences Against Children: Report of the Committee on Sexual Offences Against Children and
Youths (Canada: Minister of Supply and Services, 1984) 563 [hereinafter the Badgley Report].
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B.

Child Abuse

The foundation for the justification of mandatory repo rting is its promotion of
a set of very valuable social goods—the elimination and amelioratio n of child
abuse. Child abuse is a serious and detestable problem. Eliminating child abuse and
remedying its effects are certainly substantial social goals. Child abuse is wrong in
itself. Child abuse frequently involves behaviour which we could as easily describe
as assault or sexual assault— and there is no question that children should be spared
from victimiza tion by this type of behaviour. Child abuse involving assault or
sexual assault is triply detestable: first, the acts are crimes; second, they are crimes
with the superadded aspect of being crimes of domination; and third, they are often
crimes not merely of domination, but involve the violation of special and privileged
relations, such as the parent-child relation.23 Even where abuse is not assaultive but
a species of neglect, the responsibilities of these privileged relations are violated.
Child abuse is a particularly odious crime.
Child abuse also has adverse social consequences, in addition to the injuries
it directly causes. Child abuse is frequently corre lated with victim
underachievement and psychological difficulties, and many who have been abused
turn to a criminal lifestyle.24 The abused, furthermore, tend to become abusers
themselves, perpetuating a generational cycle of abuse.25
The substantial nature of combatting child abuse and remedying its effects
would doubtless be granted. But is child abuse a “pressing” problem? Granted, a
single instance of child abuse is bad; but if child abuse is prevalent, the fight against
it has added urgency and moral weight. The statistical evidence is not
overwhelming, and does not disclose an “epidemic” of child abuse, but it does give
a rational basis for co ncluding that child abuse is sufficien tly prevalent to justify
extraordinary legislative intervention.

23

The higher degree of moral fault attaching to abuses of power relationships is reflected in the
punishment for murder. First degree murder, the most serious form of murder, includes murder that took
place in the course of a crime of domination: Criminal Code, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-46 [hereinafter the
Criminal Code]; see R. v. Paré (1987), 38 C.C.C. 97 (S.C.C.) at 108, Wilson J.; R. v. Harbottle (1993),
84 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.) at 14, Cory J. In sentencing, abuse of a child or abuse of a position of trust
or authority in relation to the victim are aggravating circumstances: Criminal Code, ss. 718.2(a)(ii) and
(iii).
24
D. Walters, “Mandatory Reporting of Child Abuse: Legal, Ethical and Clinical Implications within
a Canadian Context” (1995) 36:3 Canadian Psychology 163 at 164; National Clearinghouse on Family
Violence, “Child Abuse and Neglect” (Health and Welfare Canada, 1990) 2.
25
Ibid.; Children’s Aid Society of Hamilton-Wentworth v. S.D. (1991), 83 D.L.R. (4th ) 166 (Unified
Fam. Ct.), Steinberg U.F.C.J.
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Regrettably, there is no nationally representative collection of child ab use
data.26 The two main Canadian sources of data are the Revised Uniform Crime
Reporting Survey (UCRII) and the On tario Inciden ce Stud y of Rep orted A buse and
Neglect (OIS). 27 The UCRII data were collected from 15 4 po lice agencies in six
province s, but largely originated from Ontario and Québec. 28 The UCRII data
disclose that in 1996, 16,300 incidents of physical assault and 6,40 0 incidents of
sexual assault ag ainst child ren we re rep orted to the sample agencies. 29 The
extrapolated number of incidents for all of Canada would be approximately twice
these numb ers. Person s unde r age 1 7 were the alleged victims in 22% of all assaults
reported to the agencies, com prised of accounting for 18% of victims of physical
assaults, and 60% of victims of sexual assaults. The UCR II data have an important
limitation: they refer only to “validated” criminal incidents—cases where there is
sufficient evidence to indicate that an offence may have occurred —b ut do not track
charges laid, dispositions, and sentence s.30
Trocm é and Briso n tell us that
[t]he OIS used a multistage sample survey design to collect information
about cases of reported abuse and neglect directly from investigating
child protection workers. The weighted OIS estimates are based on a
representative samp le of 2,4 47 child and youth...abuse and neglect
investigations carried out in the spring of 19 93 in 15 randomly selected
children’s aid societies across Ontario.31

26

R. Fitzgerald, “Assaults Against Children and Youth in the Family, 1996” (Juristat: Canadian Centre
for Justice Statistics, Statistics Canada – Catalogue no. 85-002-XPE Vol. 17 no. 11) 4; N. Trocmé and
R. Brison, “Homicide, Assault and Abuse and Neglect: Patterns and Opportunities for Action” in Health
Canada, For the Safety of Canadian Children and Youth: From Injury Data to Preventative Measures
(Minister of Public Works and Government Services Canada, 1997) c. 17 at 257 n. 9. The development
of interprovincial sets of data is complicated by the variations in definitions of abuse under different
provinces’ legislation: National Clearinghouse on Family Violence, “Child Sexual Abuse” (Health
Canada, 1997) 2. This problem is paralleled in the United States: National Research Council, supra note
6 at 70. For this reason too, we lack good sets of international data: “Pedophilia on Internet a Crisis –
UNESCO” The [Edmonton] Journal (19 January 1999) A9.
27
The frequently cited Badgley Report gives a very high estimate of abuse – among adults, 53% of
women and 31% of men were abused as children: Badgley Report, supra note 22 at 175. In 1993,
Statistics Canada conducted a General Social Survey, involving a sample of 10,000 respondents over
age 15: “Extrapolating to the total adult population, three percent, or almost 700,000 Canadians,
reported having been physically or sexually assaulted at some point before the age of 18”: Fitzgerald,
ibid. at 5. Further relevant information may be gleaned from the Alberta Family and Social Services
Annual Report, 1996/97. In 1996/97, 29,679 Child Welfare protective services investigations were
completed (in 1993/94, 27,267 were completed) and in 1996/97, the average monthly protection
caseload was 10,236 (as compared with 7,605 in 1993/94). This Report does not set out statistics
concerning numbers of reports, numbers of substantiated reports, or dispositions of substantiated
reports.
28
Fitzgerald, supra note 26; Trocmé and Brison, supra note 26 at 257.
29
Fitzgerald, ibid.
30
Trocmé and Brison, supra note 26, at n. 10.
31
Ibid. at 258-259.
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The OIS discloses that “an estimated 46,683 children and youths were the subject
of a child protection investiga tion in O ntario in 199 3.” 32 Of these, 42% were
“unfounded” (although only 3% were judged to have been intentionally false), 27%
were substantiated by investigations, and 31% “could not be substantiated but were
nevertheless considered to involve suspected ab use or neglect.” 33 The substantiation
rate, one might observe, is fairly low – less than 30% of reported cases.
Child abuse statistics are problematic as child abuse may be both underreported and o ver-rep orted . Abuse may be under-reported due to a number of
factors: abuse tends to occur in private, without witnesses except the perpetrator and
victim; the victim is young, and likely not in a position to speak for himself or
herself; and the perpetrator may be well-positioned to cover up the abuse. As one
author notes:
circumstances such as the secrecy surrounding the issue, the dependency
of the victim on the perpetrator, the lack of knowledge about available
help, and fear of repercuss ions for reporting the event, lead to underreporting and consequentially an underestimate of the extent of the
problem.34
Even where evidence o f abuse is manifest, third pa rty witnesses (including
professionals) may fail to report the abuse.35 (W e shall return to this issue belo w.)
At the same time, child abuse may be over-reported because statistics frequently
reflect only reports, a judgment of whether charges could be or were laid. Since
many persons charged with offences are not convicted, and since a sizable number
of those not convicted are not only legally but mo rally innocent, the official
determinations reflected in the statistics may give an exaggerated sense of the extent
of the problem.36 The statistics are both too small and too large. Nevertheless,
desp ite the difficulties with the statistics, the incidence of child abuse does appear
to be sufficiently high to count as a pressing social problem.
Is child abuse sufficiently “pressing and substantial” to warrant overriding
confidentiality and p rivacy interests? The answer must be “yes”. Child abuse is

32

Ibid. at 259.
Ibid. Healey reports that individual American states have “extremely varied rates of substantiation –
from 8 percent to 80 percent”: Healey, “Policies, Practices and Statutes Relating to Child Abuse and
Neglect”, supra note 6. See also D. Besharov, “Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting and Investigation:
Policy Guidelines for Decision Making” in Robin, ed., supra note 6, 36 at 46.
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Fitzgerald, supra note 26 at 2 (citations omitted). See also Robin in Robin, ed., supra note 6 at 13.
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Costin, Karger & Stoesz, supra note 5 at 139.
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criminal or virtually criminal behaviour. It has significant detrimental social
conseq uences. Even in the case of lesser crimes (e.g. involving mere property, not
persons), privacy interests may be limited in a wide variety of ways, so that offences
may be investigated and prosecuted. Hence, the elimination and amelioration of
child abuse m ay warrant the limitation of privacy interests.
C.

The “Need” for Mandatory Reporting

The appropriateness of particular measures designed to eliminate and
ameliorate child abuse must still be demo nstrated. A key step in justifying
mandatory repo rting is to estab lish that the leg islative measures in fact do promote
the elimination and amelioration of child abuse. If they do not, they lack
justification. Mand atory reporting does promote the reduction of abuse and the
amelioration o f its effects in three ways.
First, and most importantly, it addresses the problem of under-reporting.
Absent mandatory reporting, significant numbers of cases of abuse may not be
disclosed. Mandatory reporting forces abuse into the light of day. It forces others
to become the voice of children who cannot plead for themselves. By compelling
the disclosure of suspec ted ab use to S tate authorities, mandatory reporting increases
the likelihood that therapeutic or legal interventions will occur, which, in turn, will
decrease the effects and continuation of abuse.37
Second, mandatory reporting is a means by which citizens generally, and
professiona ls in particular, may be reminded to perform their duties to ensure the
safety and well-being of other pe rsons whethe r in their legal care or no t.
Third, mandatory reporting ensures the generation of more complete sets of
data concerning child abuse than would be generated without the reporting
obligation. The better the data generation, the better the judgment of the
effectiveness of responses to abuse, and the better the design of programs
countering the incide nce of abu se and its effects.38
One might argue that, regardless of what might seem to be the case in theory,
no rational connection exists between mandatory reporting and the protection of
children, beca use large num bers o f witnesses fail to report despite the obligation to
do so. Obtaining statistics on (the offence of) non-reporting is difficult. Some

37
Many professionals question the merits of mandatory reporting for cases of child abuse; yet they know
that if a report is not made, it is not likely that victims or perpetrators will enter any system of care,
protection, and rehabilitation: Report of The American Psychological Association Presidential Task
Force on Violence and the Family, “Issues and Dilemmas in Family Violence” (1998) 7 “Are
Mandatory Reporting Laws Helpful or Harmful to Families?” online: < http://www.apa.org/
pi/pii/famvio/homepage.html.>
38
Myers, supra note 6 at 100; National Research Council, supra note 6 at 73, n. 8.
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research indicates that even professionals fail to report abuse that they observe.39
They do not report because they fear the mishandling of cases by child protective
services, or because they believe that their judgments and perspectives will be
ignored. No doubt mandatory rep orting fails to prompt 1 00% of witnesses to repo rt.
That does not mean tha t mand atory reporting do es not prom pt som e persons to
report who would not otherwise. In the United States, the rate of reporting jumped
significantly after the introduction of the mandatory rep orting laws. 40 Mo reover, the
fact that some people will violate the law do es not entail that the law is useless.
Peo ple continue to kill one another, yet we do not dispense w ith the rules against
culpable homicide.
Mand atory repo rting, then, has a “rational co nnection” to the pressing and
substantial objectives of reducing child abuse and ameliorating its effects. It is not
an irrational or merely arbitrary legislative m easure. This still does not entail that
mandatory reporting is justified. The identification of a “rational connection” is a
necessary condition for justification, but not a sufficient condition. Mandatory
reporting must be gauged against the threats it poses. (We are taking the Oakes test
slightly out of order, and reversing the last two steps. This reversal eases
exposition.)
D.

Ba lanc ing Risk an d B enefit

If mandatory reporting’s only consequence were to promote the elimination
and amelioration of child abuse, it would be, in large measure, justified. Mand atory
reporting, though, has some ill effects. To determine whether mandatory reporting
is justified, its good effects—the good it actually promotes—must be balanced
against its bad effects. W e seek, one might say, the “marginal utility” of mandatory
repo rting, the ex cess of its benefits over its harms.
Mand atory repo rting do es limit confidentiality and p rivacy interests. It may
cause further bad effects of five main types – it may (1) red uce recourse to the rapy;
(2) place children in situations more injurious than their abusive situations; (3)

39
Robin, supra note 6 at 13; Meyers, supra note 6 at 103, who cites G.L. Zellman, “Report Decisionmaking Patterns Among Mandated Child Abuse Reporters”, 14 Child Abuse & Neglect 325 and D.
Finkelhor, “Is Child Abuse Overreported? The Data Rebut Arguments for Less Intervention” (1990) 48
Public Welfare 22 & 46; Cobley, supra note 3 at 35; Besharov, supra note 33 at 36; K.M. Quinn, “False
and Unsubstantiated Sexual Abuse Allegations: Clinical Issues” in Robin, ed., supra note 6 at 145 at
153-154; J. Alfaro, “Impediments to Mandated Reporting of Suspect Child Abuse and Neglect” Child
Sexual Abuse Newsletter (February 1986) 11. “The only research conducted to date with a Canadian
sample of registered psychologists found that 12 percent of the respondents had failed to report
suspected child abuse in the previous year”: Walters, supra note 24 at 171.
40
“Since the introduction of mandatory reporting laws in the 1960s, the burgeoning number of child
maltreatment reports has stretched the [Child Protective Services] system to its limits – increasing from
just 4 reports per 1000 children in 1975 to 47 reports per 1000 children in 1994”: Healey, supra note
6, “Child Protective Services, Child Welfare and the Criminal Justice System: Case Processing from
Report to Intervention” (citation omitted); Besharov, supra note 33 at 35-36.
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squander resources; (4) reinforce classist and rac ist prejudice; or (5) encourage false
repo rting.
1.

Reduction in Therapeutic Intervention

The threat of disclosure may cause abusers not to seek professional assistance,
for fear of being turned in. They will not receive treatment, and w ill be left more
likely to continue their abusive practices: “While intended to expose more cases,
stop the abuse, and get help for the victims, the laws often had the op posite effect,
as offend ers aware of the troub le that might ensue stopp ed talking so freely in
therap y.” 41 This sort of argument was rejected in United States v. Burtrum:
“[Ap pellant] argues that child molesters will not seek treatment without a privilege,
and that, as a result, socie ty will suffer a relative increase in active molesters. He
does not cite legal or other authority for this p roposition. W e note, howe ver, that
studies cast a doubtful light on [this] premise.... We are not persuaded by [this]
policy argum ent.” 42
It is also arguable that the threat of disclosure may cause abusers not to seek
professional assistance for their children, for fear of being turned in. Their children
will therefore not receive treatment. Dicke ns responds with this assertion:
“[A]uthorities in the field ha ve ob served that incidents o f physical abuse tend to be
triggered by crises, and that when these have passed parents show concern to ob tain
treatment.” 43
Given the inco nclusive state of the literature, while it is possible that
disclosure will deter the seeking of assistance, we cannot say that disclosure is a
likely deterrent or that it has significant deterrent effects.
2.

Increasing Threats to Children

Given present funding and resource levels, even if children are in abusive
situations, taking them fro m their families may wrea k greater harm than see king to
correct problems within their families.44 Reporting may cause harm rather than help.
Too often, children do not receive assistance with state intervention, but are merely
removed from their families. The lack o f any counselling or any appropriate
assistance may result in further injury to them: “Unfortunately, our present system
makes us go to extremes.... We either remove children too quickly and [do] not
provide enough services for the family or the children stay and then suffer serious
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D.C. Anderson, Sensible Justice: Alternatives to Prison (New York: New Press, 1998) at 92.
17 F.3d 1299 (10th Cir. 1994) at 1302.
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B.M. Dickens, Legal Issues in Child Abuse (University of Toronto: Centre of Criminology, 1976) at
24.
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brain damage from physical abuse or die. Removing a child from the home works
only when there are re alistic services to take the place of the hom e.” 45
This is a serious concern. If reporting leads to State actions that lead to more
harm than good, then mand atory reporting loses its justification. Two responses can
be mad e to this assertion. First, the actual risk of harm caused by intervention, as
opposed to the risk of harm caused by non-intervention, has not been established.
Second, the concern is properly addressed not through revision of the mandatory
reporting rules, but through the allocation of more resources to child protection
services.
3.

Squandering of Resources

Mand atory repo rting arguably encourages excessive reporting of cases that
should not be reported. W hen too many cases are reported, system resources are
drained, and those resources are not available for the prop er treatment of true ab use
cases. 46
The responses to this claim are similar to those given for the previous claim.
First, it is not clear either that “too many” cases are reported, or that many cases
“should not” have b een repo rted. The statistics described above do show a
substantiation rate of less than 3 0% , but this does not entail that reporting and
investigation in a far larger percentage of cases was not warranted. Second, the
issue again beco mes one of funding for child pro tective services.

45
D.J. Willis, quoted in “Psychologists Call for Overhaul of Child Protective System; Present System
Too Reactive and Unable to Prevent Abuse” (American Psychological Association) online:
<http://apa.org./releases/protect.html>. “Observing the overwhelming burden on the child protection
system, service providers sometimes fear that making a report will hinder a child’s recovery rather than
assist in it. Family members often are separated from each other by the system and may not continue
treatment with the reporting professional. Investigations may be conducted poorly by minimally trained
caseworkers who have little understanding of family dynamics or their clients’ cultural characteristics.
Reports indicate that outright bias may affect the handling of poor families, and relatively few child
protection agencies can afford to provide sufficient services to re-direct a child’s or family’s life toward
healthy functioning. Many people who work with abused children are discouraged by the lack of
resources for dealing with reports of abuse. The system may protect some of the more seriously
physically abused children from being killed, but many children who are removed from their homes
experience longstanding disruption and uncertainty, and remain in foster care for years. Rarely do these
children receive any psychotherapy or other treatment, and even less frequently do they receive help to
reduce the trauma after-effects such as nightmares, poor concentration in school, cognitive confusion,
intrusive memories, and other acute anxiety and depression symptoms associated with abuse. Although
treatment plans are usually ordered in juvenile court proceedings, rarely is access to psychotherapy or
other treatment readily available to parents, even when they are motivated to seek help”: Report of the
American Psychological Association Presidential Task Force on Violence and the Family, supra note
37.
46
R. Lawrence-Karski, “United States: California’s Reporting System” in Gilbert, ed., supra note 3, 9
at 31; Healey, supra note 6, “Policies, Practices and Statutes Relating to Child Abuse and Neglect.”
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4.

Reinforcing Classist and Racist Prejudice

Reporting may tend to operate in a classist and racist way. R esults of p overty
or benign differences in cultural approaches to child rearing have been
characterized as problems of abuse. Consequently, families have been broken up,
leading to greater damage to fragile social fabrics. Child ab use labelled as “neglect”
is particularly problematic. What appears to be neglect to an o bserv er may be, in
fact, a non-dangerous culturally accep ted accom mod ation to difficult socia l
conditions. Care should be taken not to assume that a single, culture-specific norm
of child care is the standa rd for judging neglect and non-neglect:
Because of both class and cultural differences between social workers
and clients, the definition of neglect imposed in practice has been
criticized as ethnocentric. In fact, Aboriginal people have considered
that inappropriate application of the neglect definition has accounted for
the apprehension and permanent loss of many of their families’ children.
The problem of distinguishing neglect from poverty has plagued workers
for decad es. 47
Furthermore, where what might be judged as neglect is a product of difficult social
conditions, the appropriate response should not be the removal of the child, but the
provision of assistance and support for the family. More financial or practical aid,
rather than more child apprehension, may so metimes be the best approach to
neglec t.
But while cultural sensitivity is necessary, and ways of dealing with children
should not be condemned just because they are not the ways that an ob server would
deal with children, a “reverse racism” should not be countenanc ed. O bjec tively
abusive practices, regardless of the class or race of the perpetrators, should not be
tolerated.48
5.

Encouraging False Reporting

Mand atory reporting may encourage people to make hasty judgments about
abuse, and encourage the mischaracterization or misidentification of injuries as
caused by abuse. T he co nsequences for children and families can be devastating.
Inappropriate State intervention can destroy families and careers. W e should
remember that s. 2(a) of the CWA itself confirms that the family is the basic unit of
society, and its well-being should be supported – not threatened and undermined.
Under s. 2(c), the family is entitled to the least invasion of privacy and interference
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with its freedo m as is co mpa tible with its own interests, the interests o f family
mem bers, and the interests o f society.
Again, this is a serious charge. Fear of penal consequences has doubtless led
some persons to report abuse that they otherwise would not have reported, the
charge of abuse was unfounded, and the alleged perpetrators and their families
suffered because of the reports. We do not know how many persons have been
wrongfully accused and have suffered because of the accusations. We cannot say
whether the injuries caused are greater than injuries that have been avoided through
mandatory repo rting.
6.

The Balance

The difficulty und er which this whole discussion labours is lack of evidence.
On the one hand, mandatory reporting should promote the good of children, and it
should result in an increase in the rate of protection of children over the rate of
protection of children witho ut mandatory repo rting (keeping in mind the limited
research indicating that no t all professiona ls com ply with mandatory reporting
obligations). On the other hand, mandatory reporting may result in children being
put into situations worse than their abusive situations, and may lead to other forms
of social injury. But we cannot truly judge the measure of goo d effects against bad,
we cannot tell whether mandatory reporting causes more harm than good , because
we do not have enough evidence. On the evidence, all we have are ab stract risks –
risks of injury to children because of abuse, and risks of injury because of a remedy
for abuse. W e cannot say that the balance of risk is in favour of reporting, but
neither can we say that it is against it. Given the pressing and substantial nature of
the objectives promoted by mandatory reporting, the mere identification of p ossible
risks does not derail its justification.
A more aggressive approach to the difficulty of abstract risk might be
borrowed from the Lyon s case,49 which concerned, in part, the balancing of risks
relevant to dangerous offender applications: declaring a person to be a dangerous
offender creates the risk that the offender will remain imprisoned even though he
or she would not have committed any further crimes; not declaring a person to be
a dangerous offender creates the risk that members of the public will be injured by
the offender, once he or she com pletes an ordinary sentence. In the course of
rejecting arguments that the standard of proof applicable to dangerou s offender
applic ations and the use o f psychiatric evidence in these applications violate
fundamental justice protections under s. 7 of the Charter, La Forest J. wrote as
follows:

49

R. v. Lyons (1987), 37 C.C.C. (3d) 1 (S.C.C.).
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...Floud and Young...reject the notion that in enacting dangerous
offender legislation Parliament unfairly sacrifices inno cent person s in
favour of the p ublic good ...:
This argument is misconceived. Errors of prediction do not
represent determinable individuals. It is not that we have
difficulty in identifying the subjects of predicted error with the
methods availab le to us; it is that they are in principle
indeterminable. There are no hidden individuals identifiab le in
principle, but not in practice, who certainly would or would not
reoffend. In this sense there are no innocent or guilty subjects of
predictive judgment.... The question is not “how many innocent
persons are to sacrifice their liberty for the extra protection that
special sentences for dangerous offenders will provide?” but
“what is the moral choice between the alternative risks: the risk
of harm to potential victims or the risk of unnecessarily detaining
offenders judged to be dangerous?” The essential nature of the
problem of preventing willful harm is misrepresented by talk of
balancing individual and social costs. The problem is to make a
just redistribution of risk in circumstances that do not permit of
its being reduced. There is a risk of harm to innocent persons at
the hands of an offender who is judged likely to inflict it
intentionally or recklessly— in any case culpably—in defiance or
disregard of the usual constraints. His being in the wrong by
virtue of the risk he represents is what entitles us to con sider
imposing on him the risk of unnecessary measures to save the
risk of harm to innocent victims. 50
La Fore st J. followed this quotation with the words “I agree w ith this reaso ning.” 51
In the case of mandatory reporting, one also might assert that the problem is to
make a “just red istribution of risk.” The child may not be in fact abused, and
reporting could have dire consequences for the accused abuser. B ut if the child is
at risk, the child faces greater injury. One might continue that what “en titles us” to
balance risk in favour of retaining mandatory reporting is an alleged abuser’s “being
in the wrong” by virtue of the risk he or she represents. One might suggest that the
alleged abuser is resp onsible for the risk he or she represe nts by being responsible
for the creation of a familial situation which, to a rea sonable obse rver, gives rise to
the inference that the child is being abused.
The foregoing reflections may or may not convince. Perhaps it will be
conceded, though, that mandatory reporting survives the test of balancing good and
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bad effects. Even with this concession, the justification of mandatory rep orting is
not complete. It still must be shown that the mandatory reporting scheme impairs
confidentiality and privacy rights to the least reasonable degree , consistent with
securing its ends. T he asse ssmen t of man datory repo rting under the “minimal
intrusion” test is the burden of the next section.

II.

Review and Assessment of Alberta’s Mandatory Reporting
Provisions

The mandatory reporting laws of various jurisdictions are uniform in
sentime nt, but no t in execution. T hey ap ply to different gro ups o f persons with
respect to different evidence of different types of abuse, and involve different
reporting obligations and different follow-up procedures. (Certainly professiona ls
should become familiar with the mandato ry repo rting req uirements of the ir
jurisdic tions.) To determine the nature of obligations under mandatory reporting
provisions and their appropriateness, seven main areas must be considered: (A) the
persons to whom the reporting obligation applies; (B) the types of abuse relevant
to the reporting obligation; (C) the circumstances that trigger the repo rting
obligation; (D) compliance with the obligation to report; (E) procedures following
the making of a report; (F) immunities and liabilities of reporters; and (G)
consequences of failing to repo rt.
A.

Persons to Whom the Reporting Obligation Applies

1.

The Law
(a) “any person”

Subsection 3(1) of the CWA has a very broad application – it applies to “[a]ny
person who has reasonable and proba ble grounds to believe and does believe that
a child is in need of protective services.” This broad sweep emb odies an important
policy decision. Mand atory reporting statutes outside C anad a tend to restrict their
application to specific professions and occ upations, such as jud ges, physicians,
social workers, counsellors, nurses, teachers, police officers, and persons who
develop photographic films. 52 The CWA, though, like most other Canadian
legislation, applies not only to these groups, but to all other persons.

52
For example, California Penal Code, Article 2.5 (The Child Abuse and Neglect Reporting Act) §§
11165.8 et seq.; R. Lawrence-Karski, supra note 46 at 19; Louisiana Children’s Code, art. 603(13)(a);
Healey, supra note 6, “Mandatory Reporting Requirements”; Myers, supra note 6 at 101; Cobley, supra
note 3 at 32; Epstein, supra note 8; Larrabee, supra note 6; Massachusetts General Law, Title XVII,
Chap. 119, § 51A; Connecticut General Statutes, Title 17a, § 17a-101(g); fourteen American States,
however, use the “any person” language: Healey, supra note 6; Tomison, supra note 9; Reporting Child
Abuse – the Law (Victoria) online: <http://hna.ffh.vic.gov.au/yafs/cis/reportin/contents.htm>
[hereinafter Reporting Child Abuse].
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(b)

exemption

Another policy decision embodied in the CWA is its very limited exemption
provision. Only information arising from specified communications are exempted
– not specified pe rsons or persons with specified statuses. Subsection 3(3) of the
CWA only exempts from disclosure informatio n “that is privileged as a resu lt of a
solicitor-client relationship.” Subsection 3(3) does not exem pt lawyers as a class
from the mandatory reporting obligation. Only those communications that meet the
tests for solicitor-client privilege are exempted. Generally, the other Canadian
statutes also protect solicitor-client privilege through an exemptio n, as do the
majo rity of American reporting statutes. F our states, though, prio ritize child
protection over the solicitor-client relationship, and “suspend” the privilege in the
case of suspected child abuse.53
The scop e of the solicitor-client privilege exemption should not be
exaggerated, since it is subject to an internal limitation that may compel the
disclosure of child abuse. The “Statement of Principle” in Chapter 7 of the Alberta
Code of Professional Conduct provide s that “[a] lawyer has a duty to keep
confidential all information concerning a client’s business, interests and affairs
acquired in the course of the professio nal relationship .” 54 The confidentiality rules
are subject to qualifications. Rule 8(c ) mandates mand atory reporting in certain
circumstances but permits discretionary reporting in other circumstances. The
mandatory reporting element of Rule 8(c ) provide s as follows: “[a] lawyer must
disclose confid ential informatio n when nece ssary to p revent a crime likely to result
in death or bodily harm, and may disclose confidential information when necessary
to prevent any other crime.” If a client advises a lawyer that he o r she is a child
abuser and the lawyer conc ludes that the client will cause bodily injury to or kill a
child, the lawyer is obligated to disclose information so that the abuse may be
averted. The obligation to disclose relates to future crimes: there is no obligation
to disclose if the only information received by counsel concerns past (alleged)
offences. If the harm threatened is not bo dily harm or de ath— e.g., if the abuse is
emotional abuse or neglect not constituting a threat to bodily integrity—then Rule
8(c) imports a discretion, not an obligation, to disclose confidential information.
Aside from solicitor-client comm unications, confidential communications –
whether their confidentiality is supported by agreement, practice, ethical rules,
common law rules, or statute – are not exempted from disclosure.55 Under s. 3(2),
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reporting is required “notwithstanding that the informatio n on which the belief is
founded is confidential and its disclosure is prohibited under any other Act.”
Subsection 3(2) may appear to override the FOIPP Act privacy pro tections.
Under the FOIPP A ct, “personal information”— which would include information
about whether a person had been abused or was an abuser—generally must not be
disclosed to third parties. This Act, then, seems to forbid reporting. A provision
similar to s. 3(2) in the Ontario Child an d Fam ily Services Act, however, has been
interpreted to override the Ontario Freedom of Information and Protection of
Privacy Act. The decision was built on the language of the reporting provisions,
which imposed the obligation to report “no twithstand ing that ...[the] disclo sure is
prohibited under any other Act.” 56 The O ntario Act was an “other Act,” so the
disclosure could be comp elled. Similarly, one might argue, under s. 3(2) of the
CWA, Alberta’s FOIPP Act is an “other Act,” so the CWA provisions should
govern. This argument, however, runs into s. 5(2) of the FOIPP Act, which makes
the FOIPP A ct paramount, unless the conflicting statute or a regulation under the
FOIPP Act expressly provides that the other statute prevails. The CWA does not
expressly refer to its own paramountcy over the FOIPP Act. Neither does the
relevant regulation under the FOIPP Act give s. 3(2) of the CWA paramountcy over
the Act. 57 Hence, by virtue of s. 5(2), the FOIPP Act is not overridden by s. 3(2) of
the CWA.
Regard less, s. 31 of the FOIPP Act provides that the head of a public body
must disclose information about a risk of significant harm to an affected group of
people, or any other information the disclosure of which is clearly in the public
interest. The Act, then, comp els disclosure of information about child abuse, at least
where the information relates to a risk of significant harm to a child. Even where
there are no t grounds for a finding o f “significant risk,” the information might be
disclosed as a matter of public interest. Hence, even if the CWA does not override
the Act, the FOIP P Act’s provision brings us to essentially the same disclosure
result as the CWA.

(1983), 7 C.C.C. (3d) 385 (S.C.C.). The requirement to disclose under the CWA cannot automatically
entail that the information disclosed may be introduced as evidence in federal proceedings, although
it may be some evidence of the strength of the policy considerations in favour of introducing the
evidence. The information disclosed under the CWA may be introduced as evidence in federallyregulated proceedings, if it was not collected in circumstances that meet the criteria of any federal
common law or statutory privilege.
56
Children’s Aid Society of Hamilton-Wentworth v. T.M., [1995] O.J. No. 4317 (Gen. Div.), Steinberg
J.
57
Alta. Reg. 200/95, as am. [hereinafter the FOIPP Regulation]. See M. Marshall, “Freedom of
Information, Protection of Privacy and Health Information” in Freedom of Information and Protection
of Privacy (Legal Education Society of Alberta, 1999), tab. 9, 1.
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Some mand atory reporting statutes exempt from disclosure information
provided through vario us religious confession al communications. Healey points out
that State laws vary:
In 12 States, the clergy, when receiving confession or counseling a
member of their religion, are specifically exempted from mandatory
reporting requirements. In six other States, clergy are spe cifically
compelled to report suspected child abu se, regardless of the source of
information or context in which the information was disclosed.58
No C anadian statute has a religious confessional communications exception.
2.

Assessment

The CWA provisions are very broad. Are they overbroad? As a matter of
balancing, has Alberta, in pursuit of a legitimate objective, used means that are
broader than necessary to accomplish that objective?59 Certainly less intrusive
options are availab le— at least on the level of rhetoric, if not reality—a nd are in use
in other jurisdictions. T he am bit of the repo rting ob ligation could be restricted to
specified pro fessionals. A greater number of exem ptions could be mad e available
for confidential communications. But would less intrusive options accomplish the
legislative objective? The CWA provisions are not overbroad, for practical, legal,
and mo ral reasons.
Practically, restricting the ambit of the pro visions to some list of pro fessiona ls
would be inadequate. One objective o f mand atory reporting is to combat unreported
abuse generally, not to address a problem of under-reporting by a particular group
of professionals. Moreover, if the legislation did app ly only to certain professionals,
they might legitimately com plain that they were being singled out, as if they were
especially at fault.
Lega lly, as was seen in the case of solicitor/client privilege, confidentiality and
privacy protections are not absolute. Mandatory reporting, even in professional
relationships, does not go much beyond limits to priva cy which are already built
into confidential relations, absent mandatory reporting. The legislation, it is true,
may in some cases make disclo sure mandatory when it wo uld otherwise only have
been discretionary. N onetheless, professio nal and institutional confidentiality is
subject to a general p rinciple that in exigent circumstances, where se rious injury to
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persons is threatened, even confidential information may be disclosed.60 Recall that
in the case of lawyers, in such circumstances, the information must be disclosed.
In any event, very few relationships support a legally-recognized privilege,
that would entitle a professional to refuse to divulge communications to a court
without penalty. For example, there are no physician/patient, psychiatrist or
psychologist/client, priest/penitent, or journalist/source privileges – yet these
relationships have continued to thrive. 61 Again, the effect of the legislation is to
compel disclosure in circumstances in which disclosure was otherwise permitted.
The “right not to be spied on” is more of a cultural than a legal protection.
W hile the authorities may not have been able to compel one person to inform on
another, persons (not bound by professional obligations) have always been entitled
to inform on others, should they fear that children are being abused or other
offences are being com mitted. Mandatory reporting, unlike the electronic
interception of private com munications, for example, does not result in the creation
by the State of permanent records that would no t otherwise exist – it does not
involve the creation of a sort of dangerous supplement, an additional, phantom,
doppelganger record. 62 It involve s the re-communication of information that has
been acquired through an initial communication or observation. Mandatory
reporting lies only mid-way between the “tattletale” and recorded State surveillance.
Morally, the provisions are not overbroad, since they are but a statutory
reflection of duties we all have. W e are o ur neigh bours’ childre n’s keep ers. T his
might seem an odd claim. Our law of negligence, for example, recognizes no
general obliga tion to “rescue”, to render assistance by making a re port.63 W hy
should we have an obligation in this case? Again, the elimination and amelioration
of child abuse is a good that should be promoted. Add to this the particular
vulnerability of children. Ordinarily, the vulnerability of children is the concern of
their parents or guardians or State institutions, no t each o f us. The difficulty with
child abuse, though, is that tho se who should be protecting their ch ildren are not.
They are harming them. Abused children need help. Add too the ability of witnesses
to do something about abuse. “Can”, of course, does not (by itself) imply “ought”.
But acting to prom ote this good is easy. All that must be done is to “drop a dime”.
Mo reover, heroism or the taking of personal risk is not required – or at least
personal risks are minimized to the degree legally possible. As will be seen below,
the identity of reporters is strongly protected, and would only be disclosed where
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Disclosure to exonerate the innocent overrides confidentiality obligations: R. v. Ross (1993), 79
C.C.C. (3d) 253 (N.S.S.C. App. Div.). Disclosure may also be justified where the information tends to
show that a person poses a real risk of significant harm to himself or herself or to a third party. For a
general discussion of this issue, see E.I. Picard & G.B. Robertson, Legal Liability of Doctors and
Hospitals in Canada, 3d ed. (Scarborough, Ontario: Carswell, 1996) at 30-32.
61
See the research cited by Lacourcière J.A. in R. v. R.J.S., [1985] O.J. No. 1047 (C.A.) at para. 51.
62
Contrast La Forest J.’s remarks concerning electronic surveillance in Duarte, supra note 21.
63
L.N. Klar, et al. eds., Remedies in Tort (Toronto: Carswell, 1987) Vol. 2, “Negligence,” para. 141.
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a “need to know” is demonstrated in litigation by a suspected abuser. W e should act
to promote the good, we should promo te the protection of children, abused children
need help, giving assistance is easy, and little risk attaches to the giving of
assistance: in the circumstances, nothing militates against assisting children, so we
should. The CWA calls us to our d uty.
B.

Relevant Types of Abuse

1.

The Law

The CWA sets out the types of abuse to which the reporting obligation relates
through a group of interlocking definitions. The obligation concerns (a) “children”
that are (b) “in ne ed of protective services”.
(a) “child”
Mand atory reporting under the CWA relates to child abuse. Under s. 1(1)(d)
of the CWA, “child” means “a person under the age of 18 years.” T his definitio n is
not surprising, since 18 is the age of majority in Alberta.64 W hat should not be
forgotten is that the rep orting o bligation does not apply only to infants, toddlers,
and young children, but also to teenagers. Some researchers have suggested that
repo rts tend not to be made for older children, improperly leaving these children at
risk. W alter claims that “[t]here is overwhelming evidence that reports involving
adolescent youth are given low p riority or not responded to at all.” 65 A practice of
ignoring adolescent abuse would violate the law and the policy behind the law.
(b)

“in need of protective services”

Under s. 1(1)(s) of the CWA, “protective services” means any service provided
under the CWA, except those under s. 72 (p rovision of services to handicapped
childre n). Sub section 1(2) provides that a child is in need of pro tective services:
if there are reasonable and probable grounds to be lieve that the survival,
security or development of the child is endangered because of any of the
following:
(a) the child has be en ab andoned or lost;
(b) the guard ian of the child is dead and the child has no other
guardian;
(c) the guardian of the child is unable or unwilling to provide the
child with necessaries of life, includ ing failing to obtain for the
child or to permit the child to receive essential medical, surgical

64

Age of Majority Act, R.S.A. 1980, c. A-4, s. 1.
B. Walter, In Need of Protection: Children and Youth in Alberta (Edmonton: Children’s Advocate,
1993) at 46. Bernd Walter was formerly the Children’s Advocate for Alberta.
65
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(d)
(e)
(f)
(g)
(h)

(i)

or other remedial treatment tha t has been recommended by a
physician;
the child ha s been or there is substantial risk tha t the child will be
physically injured or sexually abused by the guardian of the child;
the guardian of the child is unable or unwilling to protect the child from
physical injury or sexual abuse;
the child has been emotionally injured by the guardian of the child;
the guardian of the child is unable or unwilling to protect the child from
emo tional injury;
the guardian of the child has subjected the child to or is unable or
unwilling to protect the child from cruel and unusual treatment or
punishment;
the condition or be haviour of the child prevents the guardian of the child
from providing the child with adequate care appropriate to meet the child’s
needs. 66

Protective services required b ecause of “child abuse” under ss. (d) to
(f)—physical injury, sexual abuse, and emotional abuse—are of particular concern.
Under s. 1(3)(b), a child is “physically injured” (ss. 1(2)(d), (e))
if there is sub stantial and ob servable injury to any p art of the child’s
body as a result of the non-accidental application of force or an agent to
the child’s body that is evidenced by a laceration, a contusion, an
abrasion, a scar, a fracture or other bony injury, a dislocation, a sprain,
hemorrhaging, the rupture of viscus, a burn, a scald, frostbite, the loss or
alteration of consciousness or physiological functioning or the loss of
hair or teeth.67

66
Under s. 1(1)(k), “guardian” means “a person who is or who is appointed a guardian of [a] child under
Part 7 of the Domestic Relations Act, or...a person who is a guardian of the child under an agreement
or order made pursuant to [the Child Welfare Act].” Walter ibid. s. 1(2)(c) (“medical, surgical or other
remedial treatment”) encompasses educational, developmental, emotional, or rehabilitative services and
therapy: Walter, supra note 65 at 34. He also raises the issue of whether the provision encompasses
psychiatric and dental treatment: ibid.at 35. “Neglect” conceals multiple problems – there are
difficulties in formulating the criteria for judging “neglect” and there is a widespread lack of
appreciation for the varieties of neglect: H.B. Cantwell, “The Neglect of Child Neglect” in Helfer,
Kempe & Krugman, eds., supra note 4 at 347.
67
Some parental discipline could be classified as “non-accidental application of force” under the Alberta
definition of physical injury abuse. So long as the force used did not produce “substantial and
observable injury” (and a reasonable application of force should not do so), the discipline would not
be classifiable as physical abuse. Where the force did produce injury (e.g. bruising), the child could be
regarded as having been physically abused. There is a tension between this strict approach of the CWA
and the more “liberal” drawing of boundaries for discipline under s. 43 of the Criminal Code: Swift,
supra note 10 at 43. Section 43 of the Criminal Code provides as follows: “Every schoolteacher, parent
or person standing in the place of a parent is justified in using force by way of correction toward a pupil
or child, as the case may be, who is under his care, if the force does not exceed what is reasonable in
the circumstances.” The Code contemplates that at least some physical assaults on children by parents
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Under s. 1(3)(c), a child is “sexually abused” (ss. 1(2)(d), (e)) if “the child is
inapp ropriately exposed or subjected to sexual contact, activity or behaviour
including prostitution related activities.” Under s. 1(3)(a), a child is “emo tionally
injured” (s. 1(2)(f), (g))
(i) if there is substantial and observable impairment of the child’s mental or
emotional functioning that is evidenced by a mental or behavioural
disorder, including anxiety, dep ression , withdrawal, aggression or delayed
development, and 68
(ii) if there are reasonable and probab le grounds to believe that the
emotional injury is the result of
(A)
rejection,
(B)
deprivation of affection or cognitive stimulation,
(C)
exposure to do mestic violence or severe dom estic disharmo ny,
(D)
inapp ropriate criticism, threats, humiliation, accusations or
expectations of or towards the child, or
(E)
the mental or emotional condition of the guardian of the child or
chronic alcohol or drug abuse by anyone living in the same
residence as the child.
Under s. 1(2)(d), not only is past physical or sexual abuse a basis for
concluding that a child is in need of protective services, but so is prospective
physical or sexual abuse, where there is a substantial likelihood that it will occur.
Emotional abuse, in contrast, must have actually occurred to be a ground for
intervention. The risk of emotional ab use, und er current legislation, is not a b asis
for intervention.69
The application of s. 1(2) is premised on a finding that a child faces present
danger. Evidence of present danger m ay be pro vided b y evidence o f current or past
abuse. If past ab use is pu rely “historical,” if it is not evidence of present da nger to
a child, then it does not trigger the reporting obligation. Both ss. 1(2)(d) and (f),
however, refer to past abuse (“historical complaints”) as a basis for a finding of
present danger. Nonetheless, ac cord ing to W alter, “[t]he field interpretation seems
to be that intervention is only to be focused on protection from injury or abuse
which is current or imminent, not to remediate its effects. T his interpretation is

are tolerable, so long as the force employed does not exceed what is reasonable in the circumstances.
The Code reinforces the propriety of the physical discipline of children. Child welfare workers must
distinguish between proper discipline and abuse. In Canada’s multi-cultural environment, they must
take care not to be insensitive to cultural and familial differences respecting the scope of discipline, but
they must also never forget the pre-eminent importance of protecting children, regardless of cultural
permissions: ibid. at 46; Fitzgerald, supra note 26 at 2.
68
The “and”, which requires evidence of facts described in both subparagraphs (i) and (ii), makes
determining whether emotional abuse has occurred extremely difficult: Walter, supra note 65 at 37.
69
Ibid. at 37.
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obviously wrong and requires clarifica tion.” 70 If W alter is right about the “field
interpretation,” he is right that the interpretation is wro ng.
Subsection 1(2) and the reporting ob ligation are not engaged if the abuse is
committed solely by a third party, who is not the guardian of the child, and the
abuse has no connection to the guardian of the child. Abusers may still be turned in,
pursuant to ethical or other rules (which may or may not provide for mandatory
reporting). The abu se may also be dealt with under the criminal law.7 1 In most
American jurisdictions, child protective services take jurisdiction only respecting
alleged abuse by a person responsible for the health and welfare of the child, such
as a parent, caretaker, or guardian.72
Subsection 1(2) does apply even if the abuse is perpetrated by a third party,
if the guard ian is “unab le” or “unwilling” to pro tect the child from physica l injury,
sexual abuse, or emotio nal injury by a third party. Suppose, for exam ple, that a
parent regularly takes a child to church, where a religious leader regularly abuses
the child. The parent knows about the abuse, bu t continues to attend the church. In
this sort of case, the guardian is “unable or unwilling” to protect the child from
abuse, and so Child W elfare jurisdiction is engaged. One of W alter’s concerns is
that “Child W elfare policy excludes from the concept of a report the actions of third
parties such as teachers, clerg y and d ay care staff, over whom parents have no
‘influence’” and that “[e]xtra-familial abuse incidents are treated as strictly criminal
in nature and referred to law enforc ement or other system s.” 73 This reading of C hild
W elfare Policy is accurate. T he Screening Pro cedures P olicy limits the Child
W elfare intervention to cases wh ere “the child is at risk within the home” or where
“the guardian is not protecting the child from a person over whom the guardian
should have influenc e.” 74 The P olicy elaborates:

70

Ibid. at 35.
In the case of reports of third party abuse, Child Welfare Policy provides that, if the child has been
physically or sexually assaulted, the worker is to instruct the caller to inform the parent and to report
the matter to the police; to contact the police to ensure that the matter was reported; and, if the alleged
perpetrator is a school staff member, to notify the local school board. If the alleged perpetrator is a staff
member of a Day Care Centre or is a Family Day Home Operator, the worker is to notify the regional
director, who will follow up with the police: Alberta Family and Social Services, Preliminary
Intervention and Case Management Policies; Screening Procedures, CWH-02-02-02, 2 [hereinafter
“CWH-02-02-02”]. See also Protocols for Handling Child Abuse and Neglect in Day Care Services
(Alberta Family and Social Services, 1990) 2.1 and 2.2 [hereinafter Day Care Protocols]. To facilitate
inter-agency cooperation entailed by the limitations of CWA jurisdiction, particularly between child
welfare services and policing agencies, protocols have been established, such as the Young Offender
Protocol, between Alberta Family and Social Services and the federal Solicitor General: Young Offender
Protocol (Government of Alberta, November, 1990) [hereinafter Young Offender Protocol]. Child
Welfare Services Policy also supports inter-agency cooperation.
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A guard ian is expected to have influence over any person to whom the
guardian gives status, such as a boyfriend or babysitter. A guardian
cannot be expected to have influence over a person to whom the
com munity gives status, such as a child care worker, a teacher or a
religious leader.75
W alter criticizes the ex clusion of third-p arty abuses from Child Welfare purview.
Lega lly, the Policy is unduly restrictive. It is true that a third party, such as a child
care worker, a teacher, o r a religious lead er, is not a child’s “gu ardian.” 76 But the
CWA does not restrict itself to scrutiny of what the guardian a lone do es. It refers to
the guardian being “unable or unwilling” to protect the child. It does not say
“unab le or unwilling to protect the child from persons over whom the guardian has
[legal] influence or over whom the guardian should have influence”. To this extent,
W alter is right. Under the current language of the CWA, howe ver, ab sent a
connection with a guardian’s inability or unwillingness to act, reporting of third
party abuse is not mandated, and the Child We lfare response to mandated repo rting
is not engaged. Perhap s third-pa rty abuses should be captured under s. 3(1), but
they are not now.
2.

Assessment

The definitions of abuse are not overbroad. The CWA concerns serious forms
of abuse that pose p resent dangers to children , respecting which guardians of
children are implicated. The issue in this context is whether the provisions are too
“vague” – do the d efinitions so lack precision that they fail to give sufficient
guidance for legal debate or for prac tical decisions a bout whether to rep ort? 77
The definitions of “physical injury”, “sexual abuse” and “emotional abuse” are
general, but that is no cau se for comp laint. 78 The definitions do leave scope for
judgment, but that is comm on fare for lawyers and the courts. The Criminal Code,
for exam ple, establishes a n offenc e of assa ult that “causes bo dily harm”.79 “Bo dily
harm” is defined as “any hurt or injury to a person that interferes with the health or
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Ibid.
It is also true that the CWA refers expressly to “guardians” as defined in the Act, and does not use
broad language such as a “person having charge of the child,” found, for example, in the Ontario
statute. Under this broad language, a day care worker was found to be a “person having charge of the
child,” respecting whom a report of abuse should have been made: R. v. Kates, [1987] O.J. No. 2032
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comfort of the person and that is more than merely transient or trifling in nature”.80
This definition, which has posed no difficulties for the courts, is considerably less
precise than the definition of “physical injury” in the CWA. The “sexual” aspect of
the criminal offence of sexual assault has been defined by the courts (as a matter of
interpretation of the Criminal Code) as interference with the sexual integrity of the
victim.81 This oft-employed definition is less precise than the CWA’s definition of
“sexual abuse”. T he neg lect pro visions o f s. 1(2) of the CWA are similar to the
“failure to provide necessaries” provisions in s. 215 of the Criminal Code. Walter,
we should note, claims that Alberta’s level of detail in its definitions provides “the
most restrictive and precise” definitions of abuse in Canadian legislation.82 The
realities involve d elud e truly pre cise de scription, but A lberta’s legislation is more
definite than that of the other provinces. In any event, the reporting obligation is not
triggered by the presence of the merest possible evidence of abuse; it does not
require fine-tuned judgments of abuse. Rather, it req uires reporting only in
circumstances where a reaso nable person would discern abuse. The definitions
cannot be found to be vague.
C.

Circumstances in which the Reporting Obligation is Engaged

1.

The Law

For a person to be obligated to report child abuse, the person must have the
requisite grounds, must believe that a child is in need of protective services, and the
grounds must be reasonable and probable.
(a)

“having g roun ds”

The person must “have” the grounds in question. The term “have” is more
significant for what it does not denote than for what it does. The term does not
require, as is the case under some mandatory reporting statutes, that the person have
been exposed to the grounds in connection with the provision of professional
services. Regardless of how the person came to be confronted by the grounds, his
or her ob ligation will be assessed in relation to those grounds.
(b)

“belief”

To satisfy the belief condition, the person must in fact have (subje ctively) held
the belief or the opinion that the child was in need of protective services. The
obligation, then, does not attach only if a reasonable person would have believed
or arrived at the op inion that a child was in nee d of p rotective services. Hence, if
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a perso n did not in fact believe that abuse occurred, even if that lack of belief was
unreasonable in the circumstances, tha t perso n wou ld neither b e obligated to report
nor be liable for failing to report. As a matter of evidence, the stronger the
reaso nable grounds for belief, the more likely a trier of fact’s inferenc e that a person
did in fact have the belief. M oreo ver, a p erson could not evade liability if he or she
were found to have b een willfully blind (advertently ignorant) respecting the abuse
– i.e., if he or she were in fact aware of circumstances calling for an inquiry or the
drawing of an inference of child abuse, and intentionally or deliberately refrained
from making appro priate inquiries. 83
(c)

“reasonab le and p roba ble grounds” 84

The reasonable grounds language imports an objective component that must
be satisfied for the obligation to report to attach. Reasonable grounds for a belief
exist if a reasonable person, confronted by the evidence, would form the belief or
opinion. The “proba ble” language refers to the standard of proof that must be met
– the pro position in qu estion (“the child is in need of protective services”) must be
likely true or more probably true than no t.85 Having rea sonable and proba ble
grounds for a belief is not the same as having conclusive proof of the truth of the
belief. 86 Rather, to have reasonable grounds is to have more evidence supporting the
belief than evidence undermining the belief.
Four points must be kept in mind about the satisfaction of the “reasonable and
probab le grounds” standard. First, the issue at the reporting stage is not whether
there is proof beyond a reasonable doubt that the child has been abused. The issue
is only whether a reaso nable person would believe, looking at the evidence, that the
child is at serious risk. Second, the determination is made on the evidence available
at the time, which may well be incomplete. The evidence ma y not be all of the
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For recent discussions of wilful blindness, see R. v. Jorgensen, [1995] 4 S.C.R. 55; R. v. Oluwa
(1996), 107 C.C.C. (3d) 236 (B.C.C.A.).
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evidence which might be tendered at trial or in a hearing. A full investigation w ill
not have been (and generally should not have been) done. Third, the evidence which
a reasonab le person m ight consider is not limited to evidence that would be
adm issible at trial. Fourth, the standard em ployed is only that of the re asonable
person, not that of the reasonable profession al with expertise in child abuse
detection.87 Many of those exposed to evidence of child abuse—includ ing both
laypeople and professionals—have no special training in detecting child abuse. If
they err by failing to identify child abuse or by wrongly identifying non-abuse as
abuse, they cannot be held to too exacting a standard. T he standard against which
they are judged is that of the reasonable person (keeping in mind that their
obligation and liability for repo rting under the Ac t also depends on the subjective
factor). W hat about experts, or persons who hold themselves out as expe rts? W hile
the “floor” of the reasonable person test cannot be lowered, in a sense it can be
raised – not because of the status of experts, but because of the work that they ho ld
themselves out as competent to perform. Experts are expected to know the
literature, follow appropriate pro cedures, and make proper inquiries and
investigations. The standard is still that of the reasonable perso n. A reasonable
person who acted as a child abuse expert would take appropriate precautions to
ensure that his or her services were comp etent. 88 Exp erts could be exp ected to take
all proper steps to avoid making false accusations of abuse and false assurances of
non-abuse.
(d)

wh at evide nce co uld con stitute reaso nable a nd probable gro unds?

Pro bab ly the most difficult issue in this area concerns the evidence that would
justify the making of a child abuse repo rt. The evidence, whatever its nature, must
support the op inion o r belief tha t the survival, security, or develop ment of the child
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In the Stachula case, a prosecution for non-compliance with the Ontario mandatory reporting
provisions, Main Prov. Ct. J. held that the standard of a paediatric specialist with a sub-speciality in
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suspicion, based upon facts that could cause a reasonable person in a like position, drawing when
appropriate on his or her training or experience, to suspect child abuse.”
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is enda ngered for any of the re asons described in s. 1(2). The evidence— the
grounds—need not be evidence admissible in court. It is evidence in the popular
sense of ob servable events in the physical world. This evidence may be any or any
combination of the follo wing (since the evidence of abuse is frequently
circumstantial, particular items of evidence have low probative value without
linkages to and support by other evidence; hence, no one of the following pieces of
evidence is generally sufficient, by itself, to constitute reasonable grounds for
believing abuse to have occurred):89
(i)

verbal evidence90

A person may receive oral or written communicatio ns from an abuser, a
victim, or third parties, such as parents, friends, neighb ours, school personnel,
police officers, or other professionals. The communications may expressly describe
abuse, provide some sort of abbreviated account from which abuse may be inferred,
or may not expressly describe abuse at all, but nonetheless allow abuse to be
inferred. Some evidence of abuse might be inferred, for example, from “vague or
intangible” parental explanations of injury (e.g. “we found him like this”, “he may
have fallen at day care yesterday”); from parental explanations of injury that blame
the injured child for acts beyond his or her developmental level; or that blame
siblings for acts beyond their physical abilities.91 Of course, abuse should not be
inferred just because it is reported. There must be reasonable grounds for judging
that abuse is likely. In particular, it should not simply be assumed that children
never lie abo ut abuse. As R obin has written , “[t]he point is that children ’s
statements need to be critically assessed rather than taken on faith”.92 W e should
also be on guard against improper influences on ch ildren’s accounts of abuse caused
by suggestive interviewing techniques, such as multiple interviews, repeated
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Abuse is usually discerned through a pattern, rather than through isolated incidents: Child Abuse:
Awareness Information for People in the Workplace (Health Canada, 1995). “Several diagnostic
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Robin in Robin, ed. supra note 6 at 98. According to Robin, little research has been done respecting
children’s accounts of abuse: ibid. at 99. D. J. Besharov, “The Central Dilemma: Protecting Abused
Children While Protecting Innocent Parents” in H. Wakefield & R. Underwager, eds., Accusations of
Child Sexual Abuse (Springfield, Illinois: Charles C. Thomas, 1988) 3 at 10; “Baby Talk” (1994) 2:2
Forensics, Policing and the Law 3; U. Farr & J.C. Yuille, “Assessing Credibility” (1988) July Child
Sexual Abuse Newsletter (July, 1988) 1.
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questions, leading questions, and the use in interviews of anatomically correct
dolls. 93
(ii)

physical evidence

Abuse may be inferred from the physical condition of a child. The child may
exhibit bruising, burns, broken bones, head injuries, abdominal injuries, other
injuries, or other physical symptoms that were not likely caused accidentally or that
are not age or activity-appropriate.94 In a pamphlet published in the 1980s, the
Albe rta government described the following physical “indicators” of physical and
sexual abuse: “welts, burns, bruises, sca rs, human bite marks, fractures or
unexplained head injuries;” “difficulty walking or sitting;” or “stained or bloody
underclothing”.95 Care sho uld be taken in asserting abuse on the basis of findings
of micro-trauma, since the correlation or causal linkage of the se conditions with
abuse may not be adequately established, and are a focus of controversy in the
medical literature.96 Alternative, non-abuse explanations should always be seriously
considered.97
(iii)

behavioural evidence

Abuse may be inferred from a child’s behaviour. Some behavioural
“indicators” described in the Alb erta go vernm ent pamph let include “consistently
[coming] to school hungry or inappropriately dressed for the weather;” being
“consistently frightened to go ho me;” “a noticeable change in a child’s behaviour
pattern or a child who is excessively defiant or compliant”; and “a child who shows
unusual interest in or kno wledge of sexual matters.” 98

93

R. L. Lougee, “Defending Against Allegations of Child Sexual Abuse” online:
<http://www.nlada.org/indig/janfeb98/lougee.htm>; R. Underwager, et al., “Interrogation as a Learning
Process” in Wakefield & Underwager, eds., supra note 92 at 32; and Wakefield & Underwager, ibid.
at 196 (“interviewing guidelines”); A.D. Gold, “Expert Opinion of Sexual Abuse” Program on Criminal
Evidence (Halifax: Federation of Law Societies, 1997) paras. 59ff.
94
Feldman, supra note 91at 179 and passim.
95
Alberta Social Services and Community Health, Child Protection in Alberta: What is Child Abuse?
(1985) [hereinafter the Pamphlet]. The Pamphlet summarizes the more complete descriptions found in
Appendix A to Chapter 2, Preliminary Intervention, of the Child Welfare Program Manual: Alberta
Social Services and Community Health, Child Welfare in Progress (Child Welfare Program Manual,
1986), PM-19 [hereinafter the Program Manual]. According to the American Academy of Pediatrics,
the only physical findings that make a diagnosis of sexual abuse a “medical certainty” are the presence
of semen, sperm, or acid phosphatase; a positive culture for gonorrhea; or a positive serological test for
syphilis: National Research Council, supra note 6 at 73, n. 4.
96
Lougee, supra note 93; Besharov, supra note 92 at 11; Gold, supra note 93 at paras. 14-15.
97
K.B. McGovern, “Was There Really Child Sexual Abuse or Is there Another Explanation?” in Robin,
ed., supra note 6 at 115; J.A. Adams, “Is it (or is it Not) Sexual Abuse? The Medical Examiner’s
Dilemma” in Robin, ed., supra note 6 at 129; Besharov, supra note 92 at 11; Wakefield & Underwager,
supra note 92 at 180-188.
98
Pamphlet, supra note 95.
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Behavioural evidence may also be provided by the parent, such as the parent’s
anger with the child, indiffere nce to the child’s condition, suspicion upon inquiries
being made, use of inappropriate discipline or blaming, use of harsh or negative
language about the child, or inappropriate expectations of the child.99 Delay in the
seeking of treatment for injuries may also be significant. 100
Again, behavioural evidence must be used carefully. Behavioural evidence of
child abuse, especially of sexual abuse, has a valid place in decision making.
Particularly when there is an otherw ise unex plained cha nge in b ehaviour, this
evidence provides importan t clues for potential reporters to pursue, and provides
crucial corroborative evidence of maltreatment. However, the lists of “behavioural
indicators” now being circulated, standing on their own and without an
accompanying full history of past and present b ehaviours, should not be the basis
of a report. Such behaviours have m any other po ssible explanations. 101
(iv)

opinion evidence

A competent professional may have provided an opinion bearing on whether
a child has been abused, which, along with other evidence, may support the
inference that the child is in need o f protective services.
2.

Assessment

The reasonable grounds language not only aids in refuting a claim that the
CWA provisions are vague, it sets out the constitutional standard for limiting
privacy rights. Privacy rights may be limited when mere suspicion is replaced by
“credibly-based probability”.102 The reporting obligation, which could be regarded
as, in effect, an information seizure, is only triggered whe re the p erson com ing into
possession of information has grounds to believe that abuse has likely occurred and
that a child is in danger. Information is not turned over to the authorities on the
basis of mere suspicion, whim or “gut instinct”. This minimization of interference
with privacy is reinforced by s. 3(4) of the CWA, which strips rep orters of immunity
from actions if the report was made “without reasonable and probable grounds”.

99

See the Indicators of Abuse in the Day Care Protocols, supra note 71 at 7-8.
Feldman, supra note 91 at 178-179.
101
Besharov, supra note 33 at 44; Besharov, supra note 92 at 12-13; Wakefield & Underwager, supra
note 92 at 190.
102
Hunter v. Southam, supra note 13 at 167: “The State’s interest in detecting and preventing crime
begins to prevail over the individual’s interest in being left alone at the point when credibly-based
probability replaces suspicion.”

100
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D.

Satisfying the Reporting Obligation

1.

The Law
(a) mandatory obligation

Subsection 3(1) of the CWA imposes a mandatory obligation to report – the
person with the grounds and belief shall report the matter to a director. Unlike some
statutes, the CWA does not modify the obligation, depending on the type of abuse.
For example, under the mandatory reporting rules in the State of Victoria, while the
reporting of physical abuse is mandatory, the reporting of emotio nal abuse is
discretionary. 103 This difference in legislative treatment doubtless reflects the
greater difficulties of identifying emotional or behavioural conditions as
symptomatic of abuse.
The manda tory obligation is impo sed on “any person”. Hence, if more than
one person is aware of evidence supporting the belief that abuse occu rred, each is
liable to report that abuse. For example, a child may have been observed, at about
the same time, by a physician and a nurse. Each wou ld have the obligation to repo rt.
It would not be necessary, though, for each to file a separate rep ort. O ne co uld
provide the report on behalf of both – but the non-reporter should ensure that the
report is in fact made, otherwise both could be liable.
(b)

timing of report

Section 3 does not set any specific timing requirements for the making of the
report. It does not require, for example, that the report be provided within a set
number of hours (e.g., 24 ). It only req uires that the report be mad e “forthw ith,”
which is synonymous with “without delay”, “promptly”, “directly”, “within a
reaso nable time under the circumstances of the case,” “with reasonable dispatch”,
or “at the first opportunity offered”.104
(c) form and contents of report
Section 3 does not specify the form of the report. The report may be oral or
written. The report could be made by telephone or in person to a director, or the
report could be made by telephone by calling the Child Abuse Hotline (1-800-387-

103

Reporting Child Abuse, supra note 52.
Black’s Law Dictionary, 5th ed. (St. Paul, Minnesota: West Publishing, 1979) at 588. Black’s refers
to “immediately” as a synonym for “forthwith” – this term, though, seems too restrictive; a requirement
to act forthwith does not entail action without any delay whatsoever, but without an unreasonable delay.

104
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KIDS (5437)). 105 In contrast, some jurisdictions require that the report be in writing,
or that an initial oral report be followed up with a written report (within a set
time).106
Section 3 does not specify the contents of the report. It requires only that “the
matter” be repo rted. In some other jurisdictions, report contents are specified in the
mandatory reporting legislation. Generally, legislated report contents include the
name and address of the child, parents, and responsible care giver; the child’s age
and gender; the nature and extent o f the child’s injuries, m altreatm ent, or neglect;
the circumstances in which the abuse became known to the reporter; information
respecting previous injuries of the child; any other helpful information; and any
action taken respecting the child.107 As a matter of common sense and common law,
this sort of detail should be provided in a report, so that the worker can make an
informed decision about the child.108 A report is deficient if it is merely concluso ry,
does not indicate its informatio n source, and merely confirms an accuser’s
viewp oint. 109
In Alberta, app ropriate de tail is obtained for reports through the Policy
app licable on receipt of the information. Information is recorded by the receiving
worker on a Screening Form. The worker is obliged to ask questions respecting the
following matters:
•
•
•
•

the caller’s reaso ns for reporting the fam ily;
the incid ent pre cipitating the rep ort (facts, dates, and descriptions);
the condition of the child and the risk for further ha rm to the child 110;
the source of the repo rter’s information (was the reporter an eye witness or did
the reporter hear about the incident from someone else?);

105
Another resource is the Kid’s Help Phone, “a national, bilingual confidential helpline for children and
adolescents”, funded by the Canadian Children’s Foundation: 1-800-668-6868: Fitzgerald, supra note
26 at 12. Calling this number does not discharge the reporting obligation under the CWA.
106
Connecticut requires an oral report within 24 hours, and a written report within 48 hours from the
making of the oral report: §§ 101b, 101c; Massachusetts requires an immediate oral report and a written
report within 48 hours: § 51A; California requires an immediate oral report and a written report within
36 hours: § 11166(a).
107
Connecticut: § 101d; Massachusetts: § 51A; Louisiana: art. 610.
108
Walters, supra note 24 at 168. Under the Young Offender Protocol, a joint project of Alberta Family
and Social Services and the Solicitor General (Canada), staff members of the Department of the
Solicitor General who receive information respecting child abuse are urged to gather the following
information for the report to Family and Social Services: the name, age, sex and address of the young
person; the full names and addresses of the parents or guardians; the name address and other identifying
information about the alleged offender; the name, address, and telephone number of the person
reporting the information (i.e., the Department staff member); and specific details of the incident or
situation which precipitated the report: Young Offender Protocol, supra note 71 at 35.
109
C.M.H. v. S.R.C. (1991), 106 N.S.R. (2d) 67 (N.S. Fam. Ct.), Williams Fam. Ct. J. at para. 64
[hereinafter C.M.H. v. S.R.C.].
110
CWH-02-02-02, supra note 71 at 1.
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

whether the reporter ca n identify any specific incidents, dates or times when
abuse occurred;
whether the reporter kno ws of any other inciden ts of abuse or neglect;
whether the fam ily of the child is aware of the report;
how long the condition has existed and whether it has recently changed;
whether the situation has worsened or has rema ined re latively constant;
whether the rep orter knows of any efforts made to resolve the situation and the
results;
whether the situation or the perpetrator might pose a threat to an
investigator.111

Policy also requires that information be gathered concerning the adults and children
involved, and concerning “collaterals” (any other person or agency familiar with the
situation). Information should be gathered respecting the reporter himself or herself,
including information respecting the following m atters:
•
•
•
•
•

111

the repo rter’s nam e, add ress and phone numb er (if the reporter wan ts to
remain anonymous, the reasons);
the reporter’s relationship with the family or child;
if the reporter was aware of previous abuse or neglec t, why the re porter is
calling now;
whether the reporter stands to gain anything for reporting or from the report
being validated (e.g. is there a child custody dispute?)112;
whether the reporter knows and how long the reporter has known the family;

Ibid. This type of information is also required for reports under the Day Care Protocols, supra note
71 at § 3.
112
“The context of divorce and custody disputes does seem to increase the incidence of allegations of
sexual abuse, although there is considerable controversy over whether false allegations of sexual abuse
are disproportionately high in custody and visitation disputes ...”: Robin, supra note 6 at 21 (citation
omitted); see A.M. Eastman and T. J. Moran, “Multiple Perspectives: Factors Related to Differential
Diagnosis of Sex Abuse and Divorce Trauma in Children under Six”, in Robin, ed., supra note 6, 159.
“Recent literature on child custody cases indicates that false accusations of sexual abuse are becoming
a serious problem ....”: Wakefield & Underwager, supra note 92, 294 (citations omitted). False
allegations in this context—by spouses or children—may be malicious lies. Sometimes, though, false
allegations, particularly by spouses, are the result of misinterpretations of, for example, normal parental
caretaking practices, normal sexual behaviours of children, common psychological symptoms (such as
anxiety, regressive behaviour, sleep disorder), or physical features of children: A H. Green, “Factors
Contributing to False Allegations of Child Sexual Abuse in Custody Cases” in Robin, ed., supra note
6, 177 at 178-183. These misinterpretations may be goaded by the often unpleasant emotional states
of custody-battling spouses. The following are examples of cases in which improper allegations of abuse
were leveled by one spouse against another: C.M.H. v. S.R.C., supra note 109; M.K. v. P.M., [1996]
O.J. No. 3212 (Gen. Div.), Wilson J.; W.A.H. v. S.M.L., [1997] N.S.J. No. 283 (Fam. Ct.), Legere Fam.
Ct. J.; R.G.H. v. Christison, [1996] S.J. No. 702 (Q.B.), Wedge J. [hereinafter Christison]. A Canadian
study has recently been released (too recently for review in this paper) by Nicholas Bala and John
Schuman of the Faculty of Law of Queen’s University concerning the prevalence of false accusations
of abuse in custody litigation: S. Galashan, “False claims of child abuse rampant: study” National Post,
(27 May 1999) A1; N. Ayed, “Study finds truth, lies in parents’ claims of child abuse” The [Edmonton]
Journal, (27 May 1999) A11.
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•
•

whether the reporter’s competency is questionable because of unusual
behaviour (e.g. whether the reporter seems drunk, distraught, angry or bitter);
whether the reporter is able or willing to name other sources of information
about the allegations.
(d)

person to whom report must be given

The report must be given to a “director”, who, under s. 1(1)(i) of the CWA, is
a person designated by the Minister of Family and Social Services as a director for
the purposes of the CWA. Pursuant to s. 87(3) of the CWA, a director is entitled to
deleg ate any of his or her duties or powers, including the power to form an opinion,
to receive a report under s. 3, and to delegate or subdelegate to (among others) a
person employed or engaged in the administration of the CWA. Unlike some other
statutes, the CWA does not give an option to report either to child welfare
authorities or the police. Since the CWA requires rep orting to a director, reporting
to other persons (e.g. police officers or school authorities) does not discharge the
obligation to repo rt.
There is no requirement to notify the alleged perpetrator or the p arents of child
of the apparent abuse. In fact, notification to these persons is d iscouraged , until any
investigation following the report is complete.
2.

Assessment

The reporting obligation would be less intrusive if it provided for discretionary
reporting, rather than mand atory reporting. Disc retiona ry repo rting would not be a
reaso nable means of achieving the legislative objective, however. The point of the
legislation is to cause person s to report, regard less of what they think they should
do or what they think is right. Under-reporting is not adequately addressed by
giving a legislatively sanctioned choice to report or not; the best way to generate
repo rts is to com pel reports to be made. In theory, mandatory reporting makes the
jobs of professionals easier: the legislation resolves the ethical difficulties attending
a decision to report or not. In actuality, as noted above, many professiona ls, despite
the legislative m andate, still do not rep ort. W e cou ld reaso nably pred ict that rep orts
would b e made even less freque ntly, had they a choice. Ad ditional excuse s not to
report would be found. Moreover, mandatory reporting may be better for reporters
than discretionary repo rting. If reporting were discretionary, the making of the
report would depend on the repo rter’s judgment and choice. Reporting would be his
or her responsibility – for which the reporter might be held to account by alleged
abusers. Und er a mandatory reporting regim e, the reporter has no choice, and
cannot be “blamed ” for his or her actions. 113

113

Compare the argument that spouses of criminal accuseds be made competent and compellable for the
Crown to “relieve the witness of the difficult pressures of choosing to testify against his or her life
partner” and to “reduce the incidence of spousal abuse, as accused spouses would be unable to abuse
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The repo rting pro visions are defective in their failure to set out timing, form,
and content requirements. Fortunately, Policy sets out appro priate standard s for
information gathering. These standards would be better set out in legislation.
Reporters should be given clear guid ance on what they must do. These defects
operate to the advantage of reporters, though. They need do very little to perform
their reporting obligation (a simple phone call will suffice). Opponents of the
legislation might po int to these omissions, but they are certainly insufficient to
overturn the legislation.
E.

Proc edu res Follow ing th e M aking of a R epo rt

1.

The Law
(a) rules for re sponse

Upon receiving a report, a director is required by s. 5(1) of the CWA to
“examine” it and any other allegation or evidence that the child is in need of
protective services, and must “cause the matter to be investigated,” unless the
director is satisfied that
(a) the rep ort or allegation was m ade malicio usly,
(b) the report or allegation was made without reasonable and probable
grounds for the be lief,
(c) the report or allegation or evidence is unfounded, or
(d) it would be co nsistent with the pro tection of the child to refer a member
of the family or the family to comm unity resources for services.
(i)

screening

As a preliminary matter, upon receiving information respecting alleged child
abuse, Alberta Child Welfare Policy requires screening or examination to determine
whether or not the information constitutes a “report”.114 Information is considered
to be a “report” “o nly if the inform ation, if true, would indicate that the child is at
risk [within the meaning of s. 1(2)]”.115 That is, the worker ne ed no t investigate to
determine the factua l basis to the rep ort. T he facts alleged are assumed to be true,
and it is then determined whether those facts enga ge Child W elfare jurisdiction.

their competent partners to dissuade them from testifying”: R. v. Hawkins and Morin, [1996] 3 S.C.R.
1043, Lamer C.J. and Iacobucci J. at 1071.
114
Walter, supra note 65 at 44. The British Columbia Ministry for Children and Families has developed
The Risk Assessment Model for Child Protection in British Columbia, based on a model designed for
the New York State Child Protection Services in 1991 (Victoria: Queen’s Printer, 1997) [hereinafter
the B.C. Risk Assessment Model]. The B.C. Risk Assessment Model identifies nine risk decision points,
of which the first is whether or not to investigate a report.
115
CWH -02-02-02, supra note 71 at 1.
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If the information is found to constitute a report, a director must decide
whether an investigation is warranted.116 W alter points out an ap parent od dity in s.
5(1): it grants the director the discre tion to refuse to investigate if any of the
indicated grounds are made out – but how could the director determine whether the
grounds are mad e out, without an investigation? W alter also points out that A lberta
is the only Cana dian jurisdiction that grants this discretion to refuse to investigate;
other jurisdictions are req uired to investigate any report.117 In response to Walter,
it should be pointed out that the “examination” that occurs before an investigation
concerns the report itself, rather than the facts to which the report relates. What
Policy requires is that the worker check the Child Welfare Information system
(more on this below) and other d epartment records to determine whether there is
information on the child or alleged perpetrator. 118 The “validity” of the repo rt is
determined by considering whether
•
•
•
•
•
•

there have been repe ated unfounded allegations;
the reporter is involved in a custody dispute or has been denied visitation;
the report describes only a general feeling without complete information,
a specific incident, or a p attern of incidents;
the reporter disapproves of the parent or custodian’s lifestyle, religious
practices, housekeeping, or o ver use of baby sitters;
the complaint could best be handled by an agency or service provider
already involved;
the compla int is an attem pt to harass or is malicious by intent. 119

Laws in the United States differ on whether the child welfare agency must
investiga te every report; and the National Association of Public Child Welfare
Adm inistrators’ Guidelines for a Model System of Protective Services for Abused
and Neglected Children and their Families recommend that intake staff should have
the discretion to screen out reports at the time they are received, so that resources
are not wasted on allegations which, even if substantiated, would not fall within the
child welfare mandate.120 Besharov argues that child protective services have an
obligation to screen purported reports: “Agencies that carefully screen calls have
lower rates of unsubstantiated reports and expend fewer resources investigating
inappropriate calls”.121

116

Ibid.
Walter, supra note 65 at 4.
118
CWH-02-02-02, supra note 71 at 4.
119
Ibid. at 5. Similar criteria are considered under the B.C. Risk Assessment Model, supra note 114 at
18-19.
120
M.W. Weber, “The Assessment of Child Abuse: A Primary Function of Child Protective Services”
in Helfer, Kempe & Krugman, supra note 4 at 128. In the United States, about 50% of reported
maltreatment cases meet screening criteria and are investigated: Healey, supra note 6.
121
Besharov, supra note 33 at 45.

117
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(ii)

investigation

If information co nstitutes a “report,” and there are no grounds for not pursuing
the report, the matter is referred for investigation.122 Und er Policy, as part of every
investigation, the investigator must see and interview the child and have a face-toface interview with the parent or caretaker.123 Where appropriate, siblings, other
witnesses, and “professionals knowledgeable about the family” should be
interviewed.124 Since professiona ls are obligated to report child abuse, they cannot
refuse to answer on the grounds of confidentiality, unless the information is subject
to solicitor/client privilege. In cases involving physical injuries, medical
examinations should be arranged.125 Information gathered in the investigation is
analyzed in a “case conference, supervision session or other form of suitable
consultation”. 126 Because investigations invo lve medical, so cial work,
psychological, and legal issues, investigations are best done through
interdisciplinary investigatory teams. 127
If, after an investigation, the director is of the opinion that the child is in need
of protective services, s. 5(3) provides that the director “shall take whatever
measures [the director] considers appropriate under the Act”.
(b)

time frames

The CWA does not legislate the time frames within which the investigation
must be taken. Many American State laws set time lines, requiring family contact
within 24 hours of a serious report and w ithin 72 hours for other reports. 128 Alberta
Child Welfare Policy, however, states that the decision to investigate shall be made

122

CWH-02-02-02, supra note 71 at 6. The use of the term “investigation” is itself significant: it
accurately describes the practice of collecting information, and it marks the influence of law
enforcement models on child protective services – “the attention to criminal liability, and the concern
for assembling the evidence needed for presenting a sound case in court:” Weber, supra note 120 at
129.
123
Program Manual, supra note 95 at PM-13. The observation and interviewing of the child (if old
enough) is generally a requirement under American law: Weber, ibid at 129.
124
Program Manual, ibid. at PM-14. Appendix B to Chapter 2 sets out Guidelines for Contacts with
Children and Families, including factors to be taken into account when observing the home (e.g. state
of housekeeping, food supply, safety of home conditions relative to age of child, presence of childoriented recreation and learning materials), and “do’s and don’t’s” for interviewing the child and
interviewing the parents. Risk assessment protocols have been developed to ensure that adequate
information is collected during investigation and to determine the level of risk faced by the child in the
home: Weber, ibid. at 130. See the B.C. Risk Assessment Model, supra note 114 at 35.
125
Program Manual, ibid.
126
Ibid.
127
Besharov, supra note 33 at 46. An example of this type of team is the Suspected Child Abuse and
Neglect (SCAN) team, operating out of the Hospital for Sick Children in Toronto: see M.K. v. P.M.,
supra note 112.
128
Weber, supra note 120 at 129. Under the B.C. Risk Assessment Model, the decision to investigate or
not must generally be made within 24 hours from receipt of the report: supra note 114 at 19.
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imme diately if the matter is urgent, and otherwise within 3 working days of the
origina l contact. 129 Protocols also set standard s for the timing of investigations. 130
(c) child abuse register
The CWA does not now contemplate the creation and ma intenance of a
“register” of child abuse reports. A registry provision was enacted in 197 3, but it
was eliminated by 198 4 am endments. Only the child welfare legislation of Ontario,
Nova Sc otia, and Manitoba currently provide for a register.
In practice, a sort of register has developed in Alberta. In June 19 93, th e
Alberta government com menced an electronic C hild Welfare Information System
(“CW IS”) p ilot pro ject. T he CW IS went province-wide in 1994 .
The CW IS contains all of Alberta’s Child Welfare information,
including registered information about families and children and the
Departm ent’s involvement with them. Information is kept for varying
lengths of time, depending on its importance. Child welfare workers
across the province have access to CW IS .... 131
Such a system poses the danger of improper disclosure of personal information.
Unless access to the information is highly restricted and the information is kept
highly secure, the CWIS will violate both the Child Welfare Act protection of
information provisions and the protection of privacy provisions of the FOIPP Act.

129

CWH-02-02-02, supra note 71 at 7; Child Abuse: What is It? What to Do About It (Alberta Family
and Social Services, 1990) at 8. Healey reports that in the United States, a typical investigation begins
in one to two days following the report, and is completed in less than 10 days: Healey, supra note 6.
Under the B.C. Risk Assessment Model, an immediate response (investigation) is required when the
child’s health or safety is in immediate danger or when the child is vulnerable because of age or
developmental level; otherwise, the response is required within 5 days: supra note 114 at 20.
130
Under the Young Offender Protocol, the Department of Family and Social Services commits to
determining the need to investigate and proceed “within three working days of receiving the report”,
unless there are indications of imminent danger, in which case the investigative process must begin
immediately. The Protocol continues that “[w]here a decision is made to investigate, the process will
be concluded within thirty calendar days”: supra note 71 at 36-37. Under the B.C. Assessment Model,
investigations are expected to be completed within 30 days: supra note 114 at 35.
131
Liberal Party of Alberta, To Fend for Themselves: Alberta’s Approach to Reforming Child Welfare
(June 1997) at 20.
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2.

Assessment

None of the provisions respecting the treatment of reports vitiates the
mandatory repo rting pro visions. T he scre ening p otential gives Child W elfare the
ability to dismiss unmeritorious cases. It protects privacy, and allows for the
minimization of State intrusion. The absence of a “register” also favours privacy,
although the CWIS system must be closely monitored to ensure that it is not abused.
It would be preferable, though, if time frames for response were legislated.
F.

Imm unities and Liabilities of Re porters

1.

The Law
(a) no privilege for reports

The CWA does not create a statutory privilege for the full contents of reports.
Some cases suggest that the Wigmore criteria may be applied, in particular
circumstances, to support a privilege for reports. 132 Regardless of this po ssibility,
if the information contained in a report is relevant to civil litigation, the courts will
compel the disclosure of the report. In the Ryan case, we should recall, even
psychiatrist/patient communications were ordered disclosed.133 If the information
contained in a report were relevant to criminal litigation, and if it were provided to
the Crown, it would be disclosed under the Stinchcombe rules;134 even if it were not
provided to the Crown, an application could be made for its production.135
(b)

protection of repor ter’s identity

In ss. 91(1) and (4), the CWA establishes a statutory privilege respecting the
name of the reporter and any information that could identify the re porte r. This
privilege is analogous to the privilege recognized for informers in criminal cases.
W ere no statutory privilege for reporters recognized by the legislation, a strong
argument could be made for the recognition of a common law privilege to prevent
their public identification. If pote ntial reporters were likely to have their names

132

R. v. Lefebvre, [1994] B.C.J. No. 2819 (Prov. Ct.), de Villiers Prov. Ct. J. (voir dire), at para. 32
[hereinafter Lefebvre]; Re T.A.M.H., [1992] B.C.J. No. 2856 (Prov. Ct.), Doherty Prov. Ct. J.
133
A.M. v. Ryan, supra note 14.
134
R. v. Stinchcombe, [1995] 1 S.C.R. 754; the Bill C-46 disclosure provisions also apply to records
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disclosed to alleged perpetrators, they would be discourage d from m aking repo rts,
and, to that extent, the protection of children from abuse would be compromised.136
No privilege, of co urse, is absolute, but the names of informers and reporters
should only be disclosed in compelling circumstances, where the alleged perpetrator
genuinely requires the reporter’s nam e to defend himself or herself, i.e., where
“innocence is at stake.” 137 Subsection 91(2) authorizes the release of reporter’s
names to a list of person s, includin g the guardian, parent or foster parent of the
child to whom the information relates or the lawyer of any of them ; the child to
whom the information relates or the child’s lawyer; a member of the police service,
if there are reasonable grounds for believing that an offence has been committed;
and a teacher having responsibility for the child’s education. Subsection 91(4)
provides a further p rotection for repo rters: a reporter’s name may not be disclosed
without the M inister’s written consent.
The reporter’s nam e could also be disclosed if the disclosure were ordered by
the court in civil or criminal proc eedings, or if the repo rter consented to the
disclosure.
(c) protections from liability
Under s. 3(4), “[n]o action lies against a person repo rting pursuant to this
section unless the repo rting is do ne ma liciously or witho ut reaso nable and p robable
grounds for the belief” . Against what “actions” does s. 3(4) serve as protection?
Conceiva bly, a person accused by a reporter of being a child abuser might bring an
action against the reporter for defamation, deceit or fraud, negligence or negligent
misrepresentation, 138 malicious prosecution, or civil conspiracy (should others have
been involved). If the allegations in the report turned out to be true, the reporter
would have a good defence against all of these causes of action. Subsection 3(4)
provides its service where abuse turns o ut not to have o ccurred.
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The statutory protection for informers is confirmed under s. 15(1)(b) of the FOIPP Regulation, supra
note 57, which prevents access to informer information through a “FOIPP” request. Outside of the
statutory protection, the strength of the common law “informer privilege” argument is acknowledged
in obiter in Dudley v. Doe, [1997] A.J. No. 847 (Q.B.), Sanderman J., at paras. 26ff; and in R. v.
Lefebvre, supra note 132. See also Payukaytano James v. T., [1994] O.J. No. 921 (Gen. Div.), Noble
J. In the Leipert case, McLachlin J. remarks, in connection with the issue of the scope of the common
law informer privilege, that “it applies in civil proceedings as well”; the privilege is broad in scope: R.
v. Leipert, [1997] 1 S.C.R. 281, at para. 17 [hereinafter Leipert]. The Leipert case, then, could be used
to protect abuse informers in both civil and criminal contexts.
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Leipert, ibid. at para. 20. This case emphasizes that informer privilege is “an ancient and hallowed
protection:” ibid. at para. 9. Abuse informers can take much comfort from the tenacity with which the
Supreme Court defends this privilege from disclosure.
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Currently, authority does not support a negligence claim by a parent against a reporter for injuring
family relationships: Christison, supra note 112 at para. 96.
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The subsection does not provide “absolute immunity.” A reporter can still be
sued, and put to his or her defence. Innovative approaches to relieve against this,
though they have not been tried in Alberta, are to require sup erior court leave to
commence an actio n against a reporter, without wh ich the action is a nullity— a
Saskatchewan procedure;139 or to provide a State-funded indemnity for reasonable
legal costs for “health practitioner”defendants—a California procedure.140
Subsection 3(4) protects reporters, despite their error, only so long as the
reporter did no t act (i) malicio usly or (ii) “without reasonable and probable grounds
for the b elief.”
(i)

malice

A malicio us act is an act not done in good faith; an act done for an “impure
motive”; an act done for an indirect motive or ulterior purp ose tha t conflicts with
the duty applicable or apparently applicable in the circumstances. It is an act done
dishonestly, with a knowing or reckless disregard for the truth.141 Subsection 3(4)
provides protection if the reporter was wro ng, but not if the rep orter was bo th
wrong and ma de the report for an impro per purp ose – e.g. to gain an ad vantag e in
a custody dispute, or as retaliation against a neighbour or co-worker.
Subsection 3(4) provides protection in cases where the rep ort was mad e only
to a director under the CWA. If a reporter published potentially defamatory
allegations to other persons (e.g. school teachers, police officers, physicians, or
family friends), s. 3(4) would not be available to protect the reporter. In certain
cases, the reporter could claim a common law “qualified privilege”, where the
reporter had a legal, social, or m oral interest or d uty to make the communicatio n to
its recipient, and the recipient had a corresponding interest or duty to receive the
communication. 142 As is the case with s. 3(4), though, the protection of qualified
privilege is lost if the rep orter p ublished the comm unicatio n maliciously. The
privilege is also lost if the limits of the interest or duty are exceeded. The privilege
does not have unlimited scope. It does not shelter unlimited commentary about what
might be, in part, a legitimate subject of communication.143
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Child and Family Services Act, S.S. 1989, c. C-7.2, s.s. 12(3) and 12(3.1).
California Penal Code § 11172.
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Hill v. Church of Scientology of Toronto (1995), 126 D.L.R. (4th ) 129, Cory J. at para. 145;
Christison, supra note 112 at para. 47.
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Christison, supra note 112 at para. 36; Klar, et al., eds., supra note 63 at vol. 1, c. 6, “Defamation”
at para. 106.
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Ibid.
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(ii)

without reasonable and probable grounds

Subsection 3(4) provides protection if the reporter was wrong, but not if the
reporter was so negligent that he or she had no reaso nable and probable grounds for
making the report. Reports should not be made on the basis of mere speculation,
suspicion, or hunches.
(d)

no offence of false reporting

The CWA does not create an offence of making a false rep ort. In contrast, the
British Columbia Act does: “A person who knowingly reports to a director, or a
person designated by a director, false information that a child needs protection
commits an offence”.144 A false re porting offence, though, is no t necessary.
In circumstances where a false report charge might be justified, the reporter
would have acted maliciously or without reasonable grounds. Hence, the limitation
on the s. 3(4 ) protection would leave the reporter exposed to civil action at the suit
of the alleged perpetrator. Furthermore, the reporter could be charged under the
Criminal Code with public mischief or obstruction of justice.145
A false reporting offence could send the wrong message to potential reporters.
The po int of the mandatory repo rting pro visions is to enco urage perso ns to report
child abuse. A high-visibility false reporting provision would deter reporting,
contrary to mandatory rep orting’s ambitio n. If false reports have become such a
problem under the mandatory reporting regime that a special offence must be
created to deal with it, perhaps the better course wo uld be to rep eal or amend the
mandatory reporting provisions.
(e)

employment protections

The CWA does not contain an express provision protecting employees from
employment discipline, should they make a report co ntrary to workplace policy.
The mandatory reporting laws of som e other jurisdictions, such as M assachusetts
and Connecticut, do protect employees from discipline for making a report. 146

144
Child, Family and Community Service Act, s. 14(4). The Connecticut statute also creates a false
reporting offence: Anyone who knowingly makes a false report of child abuse or neglect may be fined
up to $2000 or imprisoned for not more than one year, or both. The identity of any such person shall
be disclosed to the appropriate law enforcement agency and to the perpetrator of the alleged abuse:
101e(c); see also the Louisiana statute, art. 609C.
145
R. v. McQuarrie, [1992] M.J. No. 72 (Prov. Ct.), Devine Prov. Ct. J. [accused acquitted because of
lack of evidence of intent to cause police investigation through child protective services complaint; and
no evidence that admittedly false portions of complaint caused the police investigation].
146
Under Massachusetts law, any employer who discharges, discriminates or takes any other negative
action against his or her employee shall be reliable for triple damages and related attorney’s fees: § 51A.
Under Connecticut law, employers may not discharge, discriminate or retaliate against an employee for
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Desp ite their silence, reporting protection provisions similar to those in the CWA
have been interpreted to protect against at least public sector employment
discipline. In Public Complaints Comm issioner v. Dunlop, McRa e J. held that the
“no action shall be brought” language in the parallel section of the Ontario Act
protected a police officer from disciplinary proceedings under the Police Services
Act (Ontario), where the officer had violated an order and made a child abuse report
(in conformity with his statutory reporting obligations).147 This decision is prob ably
of small comfort to most emp loyees, since their emplo yers’ punitive measures,
including firing, would tend not to have the appearan ce of litigation and might well
not be characterized as “actions”.
2.

Assessment

The immunities the CWA does provide are appropriate. The CWA does not
give reporters too much protection. To o much protectio n could lead to irrespo nsible
repo rting, by ind ucing a lack of fear of co nsequences. Too little protection wo uld
tend to und ermine the go al of enc oura ging reporting. The CWA errs, if at all, in
providing too little protection to reporters– but alleged abusers cannot complain of
this.
G.

Liab ilities for Failu re to R epo rt

1.

The Law

Some persons will not report abuse, despite their obligation und er s. 3(1) to
do so . Those who fail to repo rt face multiple jeopa rdy – at least in theory. 148
(a) the CWA offence
Subsection 3(6) provides that “[a]ny perso n who fails to comply with
subsection (1) is guilty of an offence and liable to a fine of not more than $2000 and
in default of payment to imprisonm ent for a term o f not mo re than six months”.
(i)

limitation period

Under the Provincial Offences Procedure Act, the limitation period for the
prosecution of provincial offence s is 6 months from the date that the alleged offence

making a good faith report or testifying in an abuse or neglect proceeding. The attorney general can
bring a court action against any employer who violates this provision, and the court can assess a civil
penalty of up to $2,500 plus other equitable relief: § 101e(a); see also the California statute, § 11166(f).
147
Police Complaints Commissioner v. Dunlop (1995), 26 O.R. (3d) 582 (Div. Ct.).
148
The maintenance of some business licences, such as a day care centre licence, are conditional on
compliance with child welfare legislation. Should a day care operator be found not to have complied
with the duty to report, the operator could lose his or her license: Wilkins v. Provincial Child Care
Facilities Licencing Board, [1986] B.C.J. No. 773 (S.C.), MacKinnon J.
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occurred.149 The CWA does not exempt the s. 3(6) offence from this limitation, so
the ordinary six-month limitation applies. In British Columbia, the non-reporting
offence is exempted from the ordinary limitation period for provincial offence s;150
in Nova Scotia, the limitation period is two years. 151
(ii)

standard of proof

For both provincial offences and criminal offences, to obtain a conviction, the
prosecution must prove its case b eyond a reasonable d oubt. The O ntario courts have
confirmed the application of that burden to mandatory reporting offence
prosecutions. 152
(iii)

nature of the offence

The Ontario non-reporting offence has been held to be a “strict liability”
offence – that is, the accused has the burden of establishing, on a balance of
prob abilities, that he or she was not negligent or that he or she was duly diligent in
the circumstances. 153 The A lberta offence, though, should not be construed as a
strict liability offence. Proof of the offence requires proof of a subjective state.
Subsection 3(6) applies to “[a]ny person who fails to comply with subsection (1)”.
A perso n is obligated to comply with subsection (1), though, only if he o r she both
had reaso nable and probab le grou nds to believe that a child is in need of protective
services, and he or she believed that the child is in need of protective services. For
the Crown to obtain a conviction under s. 3(6), it must prove three things beyond
a reaso nable doubt: the pre sence of reasonable gro unds, the accused’s state of mind
at the relevant time – the accused’s belief, and either the failure to make a report or,
if a report was made, the failure to make the report “forthwith”. If the Crown can
only prove the pre sence of reasonable gro unds, but fails to prove that the accused
in fact believed that the child was in need of protective services, the accused cannot
be co nvicted . The accused should not be put to his or her defence. Of course, as a
matter of evidence, if the accused had reasonable grounds for believing that abuse
had occurred, a trier of fact could well infer that the accused did in fact believe that
the child was abused – but this is a more-or-less probable inference only. The
likelihood of the reasonable p erson drawing the inference does not am ount to a
legal presumptio n that the accused did draw the inference. T he presence of a
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note 76 at para. 8.
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subjective eleme nt in an offence d oes not, it is true, necessitate that the offence be
found to be a mens rea offence; even with a mental element, an offence may be
categorized as a strict liab ility offence.154 The add ition of the intentional element in
the Alberta offence provision, however, in contrast to the purely objective language
of the Ontario legislation, suggests that Alberta intended to create a mens rea
offence and not a strict liability offence.155
(iv)

the penalty 156

A person fou nd guilty under s. 3(6) does not face a very stiff penalty. The
maximum penalty is a fine only—and only of $20 00— not a fine or imprisonment
or both. The imprisonment reference in s. 3(6) is only to “default time”, the
imprisonment that must be served if a fine impo sed is not paid. U nder the B ritish
Columbia statute, an o ffender faces a maxim um penalty of a fine of $10,000,
imprisonment for 6 months, or both.157
(b)

professional consequences158

Pro fessiona ls are (or may someday be) singled out for special trea tment,
should they fail to comply with their reporting obligations. Subsection 3(5) provides
as follows:
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Strasser v. Roberge (1979), 50 C.C.C. (2d) 129 (S.C.C.), Beetz J.
R. v. Brown and Ballman (1982), 69 C.C.C. (2d) 301 (Alta. C.A.), Prowse J.A. at 308 - 309.
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be the actual abuser, and would have actually caused the injuries suffered by the plaintiff. If, however,
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suffered by the abused child: Brown v. University of Alberta Hospital, supra note 87; Tarasoff v.
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Notwithstanding and in addition to any other pen alty provided by this
Act, if a director has reaso nable and probab le grou nds to believe that a
person has not complied with subsection (1) and that person is registered
under an Act regulating a profession or occupation prescribed in the
regulations, the director shall advise the appropriate governing body of
that pro fession o r occupation of the failure to comp ly.
There are no statistics available on the numbers of complaints to professional
bodies based on failures to report, or on the disposition of those complaints. Since
no professions or occupations have been prescribed in the regulations under the
CWA, there could be no Alb erta statistics.
Bo th professional discipline and penal liability for the same violation of
statutory duty would be permitted under the “double jeopardy” rules under the
Charter. 159
2.

Assessment

Reflections on the offence provisions are important to the minimal intrusion
argum ent. If the penalties for non-compliance were too high, persons could be
imprope rly influence d, out of self-interest, to make reports. T he Alberta pena lty,
however, is relatively low – a $2000 maximum, with no a dditional or a lternative jail
(except in default of paym ent). T his penalty should not be an inducem ent to falsely
accuse out of an ab unda nce o f caution.
The low level of prosecutions, though, particularly given the known incidence
of non-reporting among professionals, raises more serious issues. T his offence, and
its kindre d offence in other C anad ian child welfare statutes, creates a paradox. On
the one hand, we feel so strongly abo ut the protection o f children that we impo se
an obligation to report abuse on an extremely broad group of people, and we back
up that obligation with a penalty. On the other hand, there are no reported cases of
prosecutions under s. 3(6) of the CWA, and few for the like offence across the rest
of Canada. One might observ e that we feel strongly enough to write laws, but not
strongly enough to enforce them. Less charitably, one might observe that we do not
really care about the rep orting of child abuse, but only wish to create the appearance
of caring. According to Walter, “[t]he app eal of such leg islation is that it
communicates a high degree of concern with, and the appearance of doing
something about child maltreatment at very little cost”.160
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H.

Conclusions Respecting the “Minimal Impairment” Test

In summary, the CWA provisions involve minimal impairment of perso ns’
confidentiality and privacy interests. T he broad scop e of the legislation is
appropriate; the definitions of abuse are sufficiently precise; the re asonable grounds
standard entails interferences with privacy only where an appropriate evidential
standard is reached; the procedural provisions do not harm confidentiality and
privacy; the protections for reporters are appropriate; and the penal provisions do
not compel improper disclosures. The mandatory reporting provisions are justified.

Conclusion
Albe rta’s mand atory reporting legislatio n is a surprisingly complex and valueladen skein of rules and practices. W e should have the legislation, and in its present
form it is not fatally flawed. Yet the legislation still seems half done: we have
relatively good descriptions of abuse, but our legislation lacks the development of
many of the details pursued in other Canadian and American legislation. We leave
much up to policy that elsewhere has been debated and set out in pub lic statutes.
Furthermore, our p ractice seems contrary to o ur legislatio n. W e make bo ld
declamations of responsib ility, but do no t seek to enforce responsibility. And
behind our words, our actions, and our ina ction grinds the grim reality of child
abuse. It is like dark matter to us. W e know that it is there, yet we can barely
measure it, and we lack the tools to deal with it.

